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SCIENTIFIC, TECHNICAL AND ECONOMIC COMMITTEE FOR FISHERIES 
(STECF) 
STECF COMMENTS ON THE REPORT OF THE SGMOS-09-05 WORKING 
GROUP REPORT  
28 SEPTEMBER – 2 OCTOBER 2009, ISPRA, ITALY 
PREPARED IN DRAFT BY SGMOS-09-04: 25 - 30 May 2009, LISBON, PORTUGAL 
 
 
STECF UNDERTOOK THE REVIEW BY WRITTEN PROCEDURE IN MARCH 2010 
 
1. BACKGROUND: 
STECF is requested to review the report of the SGMOS-09-05 of September 28 September -
2 October, 2009 (Ispra) meeting, evaluate the findings and make any appropriate comments 
and recommendations. 
The working group was requested for: 
1 – an assessment of fishing effort deployed by fisheries and métiers which are currently 
affected by fishing effort management schemes in relation to the management plan for Baltic 
cod (Regulation (EC) No 1098/2007). 
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2. TERMS OF REFERENCE: 
1. To provide historical series, as far back in time as possible, according to each of the 
following fishing areas: 
 
Areas covered by the R(EC) No 1098/2007 (Baltic Sea) 
 (i) ICES division 22 to 24, 
 (ii) ICES divisions 25 to 28, by distinguishing areas 27 and 28.2 
 (iii) ICES divisions 29 to 32, 
 
The data should also be broken down by 
 
Member State ; 
 
regulated gear types designed in R(EC) No 1098/2007; 
 
unregulated gear types catching cod in fishing areas (i), (ii) and (iii); 
 
for the following parameters: 
 
a. Fishing effort, measured in kW.days, in GT.days and in number of vessels concerned  
 
b. Catches (landings and discards provided separately) of cod in the Baltic Sea  by weight 
and by numbers at age. 
 
c. Catches (landings and discards provided separately) of non-cod in the Baltic Sea by 
species, by weight and by numbers at age 
 
d. Landings Per Unit of Effort (LPUE) and Catches Per Unit Effort (CPUE) of cod in the 
Baltic Sea (such data shall be issued by Member state, fishing area (i), (ii) and (iii) and 
fishing gear concerned in accordance with Art. 3 of R(EC) No 2187/2005). 
2. If relevant data are available, to comment on the quality of estimations on total catches and 
discards. 
3. To assess the fishing effort and catches (landings and discards) of cod in the Baltic Sea and 
associated species corresponding to vessels of length overall smaller than 10 metres in each 
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fishery, by gear and by Member State according to sampling plans implemented to estimate 
these parameters. 
 
4. To describe, as far as possible, the spatial distribution of the fishing effort deployed in the 
Baltic Sea, according to data reported in logbooks on the basis of ICES statistical rectangles, 
with the aim to determine to what extent fishing effort has moved from long distance to 
coastal areas since the implementation of first fishing effort regime for the first time in such 
areas. 
 
3. STECF COMMENTS 
  
• STECF notes that the work of the SGMOS 09-05 WG is primarily to collate and 
summarise data provided by member states. In this respect the output and utility of its 
work is heavily dependent on timely submission of accurate material and the WG is 
only able to provide output which reflects the quality of the data submitted.  STECF 
also notes that, while the SGMOS 09-05 WG makes every effort to accommodate 
updates and revisions from member states, it is not always possible to capture all of 
these in the WG reports, especially if such revisions are received too close to or during 
the WG meeting. 
• STECF notes that in common with previous effort evaluation exercises undertaken by 
STECF-SGMOS (covering other geographical areas), the data submission from 
member states for the analysis covered in this report was often absent, late or 
inconsistent. 
• The SGMOS 09-05 WG made good progress with the data submitted but was 
hampered by the lack of adequate fishing effort information from some nations, and 
incomplete information from a number of nations.  The most significant shortfall was 
effort data from Poland. 
• STECF notes that availability of discard data is limited and the extent to which it is 
representative of the discarding practices throughout the different fleets is a cause for 
concern. This implies that estimates of catch and CPUE indices may be misleading 
and this should be borne in mind when drawing inferences from such data. 
• On the basis of the partial effort data supplied, it appears that during 2002-2008 the 
overall effort including all regulated and unregulated gears measured in kW*days in 
the Baltic has reduced by about 16%. Given that there were marked reductions in Area 
A (one of the regions particularly important for cod) and in view of the shift from all 
regulated gears to unregulated pelagic gears it seems likely that fishing effort on cod 
has decreased, although the magnitude of the decrease cannot be reliably quantified at 
present. 
• Owing to incomplete information on special conditions, it is not possible to quantify 
the extent to which the Bacoma trawl has been adopted. 
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• Landings and discards of cod are estimated to have declined markedly since 2003. 
• There are regional differences in the importance of different gears for the capture of 
cod. In areas A and B otter trawls are ranked highest whereas in other areas gillnets 
are important. 
• From the data submitted by Member States, under 10m vessels account for about 13% 
of landings of cod in 2008. However this is clearly an underestimate, since only a few 
countries supplied data. 
• Interpretation of spatial information on effort is confounded by the restricted number 
of countries supplying appropriate information. Existing evidence suggests there has 
been a westward shift in effort since 2003. 
• STECF recommends that the effort figures contained in the report should be treated as 
preliminary and incomplete and that every attempt should be made by the Commission 
and Member State authorities to encourage a more complete submission in 2010 and 
future years. 
 
4. STECF CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Taking the above observations into account, STECF concludes that the SGMOS 09-05 
Report represents the best possible interpretation of the catch and effort data submitted by 
Member States on Baltic Sea Fisheries. STECF endorses the findings in the report with the 
following reservations: 
1. Availability of data on discards is limited and may not be wholly representative of 
discarding practices occurring in Member States’ fleets. Catch estimates and indices of CPUE 
may therefore be misleading. 
2. The fishing effort data and summaries contained in the report should be treated as 
preliminary and incomplete. 
3. STECF recommends that every attempt should be made by the Commission and Member 
State authorities to encourage a more complete submission in 2010 and future years. 
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1. APPENDIX I STECF/SGMOS-09-05 WORKING GROUP REPORT 
 
STECF/SGMOS-09-05 WORKING GROUP REPORT  
ON ASSESSMENT OF FISHING EFFORT REGIME IN THE BALTIC 
ISPRA, 28 SEPTEMBER - 2 OCTOBER 2009 
PREPARED IN DRAFT BY SGMOS-09-04:  25 – 30 MAY, LISBON, PORTUGAL 
 
This report does not necessarily reflect the view of the European Commission and in no way 
anticipates the Commission’s future policy in this area 
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2. SUMMARY 
General remarks 
 
Review of Baltic Sea  catch and effort in the context of the management plan for Baltic 
cod Council Reg 1098 2007 
• STECF SGMOS made good progress with the available data but was hampered by the 
lack of adequate fishing effort information from some nations, and incomplete 
information from a number of nations. 
• The most significant shortfall was effort data from Poland. 
• The limited availability of discard data and concerns over the extent to which it is 
representative means that estimates of catch and CPUE require to be used cautiously. 
• On the basis of the partial effort data supplied, the overall effort in the Baltic has 
reduced by about 16%. Given that there were marked reductions in Area A (one of the 
regions particularly important for cod) and in view of the shift from regulated gears to 
unregulated pelagic gears it seems likely that effort on cod has decreased. 
• Owing to incomplete information on special conditions, it is not possible to quantify 
the extent to which the Bacoma trawl has been adopted. 
• Landings and discards of cod are estimated to have declined markedly since 2003. 
• There are regional differences in the importance of different gears for the capture of 
cod. In areas A and B otter trawls are ranked highest whereas in other areas gillnets 
are important. 
• Under 10m vessels account for about 13% of landings of cod but this is an 
underestimate since only a few countries supplied data. 
• Interpretation of spatial information on effort is confounded by the restricted number 
of countries supplying material. Existing evidence suggests there has been a westward 
shift in effort since 2003. 
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3. INTRODUCTION 
The STECF sub-group on “fishing effort management” held its first annual meeting in Lisbon 
in Portugal, 21-25 May 2009 (SGMOS-09-04). A follow-up meeting (SGMOS 09-05) was 
called to order in Ispra, Italy, 28 September – 2 October 2009. A progress report from the 
first meeting was presented at the June STECF plenary. This report summarises data 
presented and the discussions and results of both meetings. 
 
3.1. Terms of Reference  
By 16th March  2009 (19th March including corrigendum) the DG Fish of the EU-
Commission asked STECF to evaluate the current effort regime in the Baltic in the context of 
the cod management plan. Following TORs should be answered: 
1. To provide historical series, as far back in time as possible, according to each of the 
following fishing areas: 
Areas covered by the R(EC) No 1098/2007 (Baltic Sea) 
 (i) ICES division 22 to 24, 
 (ii) ICES divisions 25 to 28, by distinguishing areas 27 and 28.2 
 (iii) ICES divisions 29 to 32, 
 
The data should also be broken down by 
Member State ; 
regulated gear types designed in R(EC) No 1098/2007; 
unregulated gear types catching cod in fishing areas (i), (ii) and (iii); 
 
for the following parameters: 
a. Fishing effort, measured in kW.days, in GT.days and in number of vessels concerned  
b. Catches (landings and discards provided separately) of cod in the Baltic Sea  by weight 
and by numbers at age. 
c. Catches (landings and discards provided separately) of non-cod in the Baltic Sea by 
species, by weight and by numbers at age 
d. Landings Per Unit of Effort (LPUE) and Catches Per Unit Effort (CPUE) of cod in the 
Baltic Sea (such data shall be issued by Member state, fishing area (i), (ii) and (iii) and 
fishing gear concerned in accordance with Art. 3 of R(EC) No 2187/2005). 
2. If relevant data are available, to comment on the quality of estimations on total catches and 
discards. 
3. To assess the fishing effort and catches (landings and discards) of cod in the Baltic Sea and 
associated species corresponding to vessels of length overall smaller than 10 metres in each 
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fishery, by gear and by Member State according to sampling plans implemented to estimate 
these parameters. 
 
4. To describe, as far as possible, the spatial distribution of the fishing effort deployed in the 
Baltic Sea, according to data reported in logbooks on the basis of ICES statistical rectangles, 
with the aim to determine to what extent fishing effort has moved from long distance to 
coastal areas since the implementation of first fishing effort regime for the first time in such 
areas. 
 
  
3.2. Participants  
In 2007, STECF and its subgroups adopted a new working style with opportunities for 
stakeholders to be involved as observers to improve transparency in scientific evaluations. 
The stakeholder involvement was in accordance with the protocol for STECF meetings 
observers, Brussels, 20 September 2006. 
Experience during the first meeting again showed that representatives of stakeholder 
organisations and interest groups were very interested in the data and evaluation of the basic 
information regarding the trends in fleet specific information although there were none 
present with specific interest in the Baltic Sea. Contributions took the form of constructive 
questions and clarifying comments mainly focussed on recent experience of fishing activity 
by different fleets. 
Participants of the meeting are grouped by STECF members, invited experts, JRC experts, 
stakeholder, and EU-Commission representatives and are listed in Annex 2. 
 
3.3. History of technical measures and effort restrictions in the Baltic 
Up until 1994 the minimum mesh size (MMS) for the cod fishery in the Baltic was 105 mm. 
The international Baltic fishery commission (IBSFC) decided in 1994 to increase the mesh 
size to 120 mm diamond mesh and to increase the minimal landing size of cod  from 33 to 35 
cm  
During 2002 following the results from the BACOMA project (Improving Technical 
Management in Baltic Cod Fishery) a 120 mm Bacoma panel in a 105 mm codend was 
allowed at the same time the MMS in the diamond mesh increased from 120 to 130 mm. 
In 2003 the 130 mm diamond mesh was prohibited allowing only trawls equipped with a 110 
mm Bacoma (a decrease from 120mm). The MLS of cod was also increased from 35cm to 38 
cm. 
In 2006 another gear type was introduced for cod directed trawl fisheries in the Baltic sea in 
addition to the Bacoma 110 mm was allowed – this was the so called T90 (110mm). 
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Stop days and effort system 
From 1995 and onwards there has been a three month summer closure (1 June to 31 August) 
for all cod fishery in the Baltic sea. From 2006 there has been an effort system in place for 
the Baltic sea. During 2006 and 2007 there were additional stop days in addition to the 
summer closure period. From 2008 the terminology changed and the term ‘allowed days at 
sea’ was introduced, the summer closure period was  however retained. 
The text table below shows the number of days at sea allowed for trawls, Danish seines, gill 
nets, entangling nets or trammel nets with mesh size >=90mm and longlines 
 
Area 2006 (closed days) 2007 (closed days) 2008 (days at sea) 
22-24 92  117 223 
25-28 119* 183*  178** 
*There was no stop days in areas 28-32 during 2006-2007 
** during 2008, there were no stop days in areas 29-32  
 
3.4. Description of the current management plan for Baltic cod 
The EC agreed on a management plan for cod in the Baltic Sea in September 2007 (EC 
1098/2007). For Western Baltic cod (SD 22-24) the final aim of this plan is to reach and 
maintain a fishing mortality rate at 0.6 for ages 3-6. For Eastern Baltic cod (SD 25-32) the 
target fishing mortality was set at 0.3 for ages 4-7. This should be reached through an annual 
reduction of fishing mortality (F) by 10% in relation to the fishing mortality estimated for the 
preceding year. However, the plan sets a maximum change of 15% of the TAC between 
consecutive years as an overarching rule, unless the fishing mortality is estimated to be 
higher than 1 for Western Baltic cod and higher than 0.6 for Eastern Baltic cod. In these latter 
cases the TAC shall be set in correspondence to the reduction of fishing mortality by 10%. 
Alongside the reductions in F, the plan also specifies a 10% reduction in total fishing days at 
sea per year until the target F has been reached. This rule applies to trawls, Danish seines, gill 
nets, entangling nets or trammel nets with mesh size >=90mm and longlines. In addition, 
fishing with the aforementioned gears and net types is totally forbidden from 1st to 30th April 
in SD 22-24 and from 1st July to 31st August in SD 25-28. However, by way of derogation, 
fishing vessels with an overall length of less than 12 metres are permitted to use up to five 
days per month divided into periods of at least two consecutive days from the maximum 
number of days absent from port during the closed periods. The plan is complemented with a 
number of additional closed areas and as another effort restriction, the maximum fleet 
capacity measured in kw is limited to the reference value calculated for 2005 for each 
member state. ICES has evaluated the management plan in 2009 and considers it to be in 
accordance with the precautionary approach.  
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3.5. Available TACs for Baltic cod by member state 
Currently, TACs for cod in the western Baltic are mainly shared between Denmark (43% of 
total TAC), Germany (21%), Sweden (16%) and Poland (12%) according to Council 
Regulation (EC) 1322/2008 (Figure 3.5.1). Highest TAC shares for Eastern Baltic cod 
(Figure 5.5.2) belong to Poland (26%), Sweden (23%), Denmark (23%) and Germany (9%). 
The remaining TACs are shared between Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania and Finland. 
 
 
Figure 3.5.1:  TACs available to members states for western Baltic cod (SD 22-24) in 2009 as 
listed in council regulation (EC) 1322/2008.    
 
Figure 3.5.2: TACs available to member states for Eastern Baltic Cod (SD 25-32) in 2009 as 
listed in council regulation (EC) 1322/2008.   
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3.6. Report notations 
To identify the categories assessed for effort and catch this working group adopts 
terminology that matches definitions made in the management plan for Baltic cod (R(EC) 
1098/2007). This means that all trawls, Danish seines, gill nets, entangling nets or trammel 
nets with mesh size >=90mm and longlines were assumed to be regulated gears (Table 3.6.1). 
Remaining gear and mesh size combinations were taken to be unregulated gears (Table 
3.6.2).    
However, the definition in the cod management plan is not consistent with regulation 
R(EC) No 2187/2005). According to the latter regulation it is only permissible to fish for cod 
with mesh size >=105mm using otter trawls, Danish seines or similar gears. When using 
static gears mesh size has to be above 110mm. In TOR 1d it is explicitly asked to calculate 
Landings Per Unit of Effort (LPUE) and Catches Per Unit Effort (CPUE) of cod in the Baltic 
Sea by member state, fishing area and fishing gear concerned in accordance with Art. 3 of 
R(EC) No 2187/2005. Therefore, for this specific TOR a distinction in gear categories was 
made to take account of regulated mobile gears above 105mm and regulated static gears 
above 110mm.  
 
Sub-Areas were defined according to R(EC) 1098/2007. This means that Subdivision 22-24 
is declared as fishing area “A”, Subdivision 25-28 as “B” and Subdivision 29-32 as “C”. In 
addition, effort trends and catch compositions were also analysed for Subdivision 27 and 28.2 
separately and presented alongside the analyses for the whole of  area “B”. For full 
definitions of these areas refer to Regulation (EC) No. 1098/2007. 
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Table. 3.6.1 Regulated gear types, mesh sizes and special conditions as defined in Reg. (EC) 
No. 1098/2007. 
 
Gear  Mesh Size  SPECON 
OTTER  >=90mm  none 
OTTER  >=90mm  BACOMA 
Danish Seine  >=90mm  none 
Danish Seine  >=90mm  BACOMA 
Pelagic Trawl  >=90mm  none 
Pelagic Trawl  >=90mm  BACOMA 
Pelagic Seine  >=90mm  none 
Pelagic Seine  >=90mm  BACOMA 
Gill net  >=90mm  none 
Trammel net  >=90mm  none 
BEAM  >=90mm  none 
Longlines     
 
 
Table 3.6.2 Unregulated gear types, mesh sizes and special conditions as defined in Reg. 
(EC) No. 1098/2007. 
Gear  Mesh Size  SPECON 
OTTER  <90mm  none 
Danish Seine  <90mm  none 
Pelagic Trawl  <90mm  none 
Pelagic Seine  <90mm  none 
Gill net  <90mm  none 
Trammel net  <90mm  none 
Beam Trawl  <90mm  none 
DREDGE  all  none 
POTS  all  none 
 
 
3.7. Data call 
On 16th and 19th March 2009 the Commission’s DG Mare invited the relevant institutes to 
electronically submit fleet specific catch and effort data. The data call can be found in Annex 
1.  
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3.8. Data policy, formats and availability 
Originally, the catch and effort data base structures used by STECF-SGMOS (former title) 
and were developed by the ICES Study Group on the Development of Fishery-based 
Forecasts (ICES CM 2004/ACFM:11, 41 pp.) with amendments required for the review of 
fishery regulations. The format of the fleet specific data calls from 16 and 19 May 2009 on 
catches including discards and effort is given in Annex 1 of this report.  
 
3.8.1. Data policy 
Experts reported on national data policies for the national fleet specific landings, discards and 
effort data and generally supported the continued use of the data by STECF-SGMOS but with 
required permission for any use by other scientific or non-scientific groups. This implies that 
national experts need to be contacted for their consent before granting access to the data. 
However, Denmark and Portugal reserves the right of the deletion of the national data on 
request. 
JRC requests to be informed about applications for data access and any notifications. 
 
3.8.2. Nominal fleet specific effort data 2000-2008 
Member states should have delivered data in the format outlined in the data calls from 16 and 
19 March 2009 (see Annex 1). In the following section the focus is on deviations from the 
data calls (Table 3.8.2.1).  
A full set of data was provided by Finland, Germany, Latvia and Sweden. Denmark provided 
no information on special conditions, i.e. no vessels fishing with BACOMA-trawls could be 
identified based on available logbook data. Denmark also updated data after the meeting and 
full details of methodologies used will be provided in 2010. Estonia provided no information 
on mesh size and special conditions; this makes a distinction between regulated and 
unregulated gears impossible. In addition, only vessels above 15m were taken into account in 
the calculations and data were provided for 2006-2008 only. Lithuania provided data for 2005 
– 2008. For these years, however, the data set was complete. Poland delivered no effort data. 
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Table 3.8.2.1. Overview of 2000-2008 effort data reports provided by EU member states with 
and without special conditions.  
Country  Effort data 2000-2008 
 
Denmark  no special conditions (data updated after meeting) 
Estonia  only 2006-2008, no specon, no mesh size, only > 15m 
Finland  kwdays, GT days, number of vessels 
Germany  kwdays, GT days, number of vessels 
Latvia              kwdays, GT days, number of vessels 
Lithuania  only 2005-2008  
Poland              no data 
Sweden  kwdays, GT days, number of vessels 
 
3.8.3.  Effective fleet specific effort data by rectangle 2003-2008 
Member states should have delivered data in the format outlined in the data calls from 16 and 
19 March 2009 (see Annex 1). In the following section the focus is on deviations from these 
data calls (Table 3.8.3.1).  
A full set of data was provided by Denmark, Germany and Latvia. Estonia delivered data for 
2007 only and details on mesh size and special conditions are lacking. Finland only delivered 
cod specific effort data. Lithuania, Poland and Sweden did not deliver spatial disaggregated 
effort data. 
 
Table 3.8.3.1. Overview of 2003-2008 spatial effort data reports provided by EU member 
states.  
Country  Effort data 2003-2008 
 
Denmark  hours by rectangle  
Estonia  only 2007, no specon, no mesh size, only > 15m 
Finland  hours by rectangle, only cod specific effort 
Germany  hours by rectangle 
Latvia              hours by rectangle 
Lithuania  none 
Poland              none 
Sweden  none 
 
 
3.8.4.  Fleet specific landing and discard data 2003-2008 
Member states should have delivered data in the format outlined in the data calls from 16 and 
19 March 2009 (see Annex 1). In the following section the focus is on deviations from these 
data calls (Table 3.8.4.1).  
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A full set of data on age disaggregated landings and discards were provided by Latvia and 
Germany only. For Denmark information on special conditions is missing. Estonia delivered 
no discard data and information on landings for 2006-2008 only without information on mesh 
sizes. Finland provided landings and discard data but this was not age disaggregated. 
Lithuania, Poland and Sweden delivered catch data for cod only. Lithuania provided data for 
2005 – 2008 only. Given the available data it was decided to focus on cod catches only in this 
report.  Consequently TOR 1c could not be adequately addressed in this report.  
In addition, according to the experts, none of the national data bases includes unallocated 
landings. Assignment of special conditions is based on best expert knowledge and data 
availability.  
Some Member States did not provide essential quality parameters of the data. Consequently, 
STECF-SGMOS is in a poor situation regarding the description of the quality of the fleet 
specific estimates of discards and age disaggregated catches, mainly due to lack of requested 
information (no. of discard samples, fish measured and aged). Therefore, TOR 2 was not 
addressed.  
Table 3.8.4.1: Overview of 2003-2008 landings data reports provided by EU member states.  
Country  landings data 2003-2008 
 
Denmark  landings, age composition, no specon 
Estonia  only years 2006-2008, no mesh size 
Finland  landings, no age composition 
Germany  landings, age composition 
Latvia              landings, age composition 
Lithuania  only 2005-2008, no specon, only cod 
Poland              landings, age composition only cod 
Sweden  landings, age composition only cod 
 
Table 3.8.4.2: Overview of 2003-2008 discard data reports provided by EU member states.  
Country  Discard data 2003-2008 
 
Denmark  discards, age composition, no specon 
Estonia  none 
Finland  discards, no age composition 
Germany  discards, age composition 
Latvia              discards, age composition 
Lithuania  only 2005-2008, no specon, only cod 
Poland              discard, age composition only cod 
Sweden  discard, age composition only cod 
 
 
3.8.5. Fleet specific landing and effort data 2003-2008 of small boats (<10m) 
Denmark:  Under 10m data were provided by Denmark. Owing to data updates after the 
meeting, full details of submitted data will be provided in 2010 
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Germany: Germany provided aggregated data regarding the fleet of vessels <10m. The data 
cover landings by area and species. However, no mesh size information is available from the 
landings declarations given in the years 2004-2008. The data are evaluated in section 6.7. 
Sweden: Effort and landing data for vessels less than 10m were made available by Sweden in 
the same format as for larger vessels. Vessels <10 m that are using trawl and demersal seines 
are obliged to use the same logbook as larger vessels. Vessels <10m using other gears are 
using the “coastal fishing journal” which predominantly follows the same structure as the 
standard logbook. Sweden reported landings for vessels (<10m) for 2003-2008. 
 
3.9. Estimation of fleet specific international landings and discards 
The estimation of fleet specific international landings and discards is based on linking the 
information about fleet specific discards and catch and discards at age among countries and 
replacing poor or lacking values with aggregated information from other countries. 
Reported data by country are aggregated by fleet properties and raised to the officially 
reported landings or discards in the SGDFF 2004 (ICES 2004) format. Fleet definitions are 
based on area, year, quarter, gear, mesh size groups, special conditions as defined in Council 
Reg. 41/2007 Annexes 2A-C and national fisheries (metiers) definitions. 
The data management and estimation procedures follow the simple raising strategies outlined 
below : 
Data management: 
The fleets are classified to their management areas, years, quarters and effort regulated gear 
groups disregarding the countries and fisheries (metiers). 
 
Estimation of discard rates by fleet ( DR ): 
Let the following notation be: D=discards, L= landings, snf = sampled national fleet, unf = 
unsampled or poorly sampled national fleet. 
A poorly sampled fleet is defined as such when 0.75snfSOP < or 1.25snfSOP >  
The available landings and discards are aggregated (summed) by fleets and mean discard 
rates are calculated:  
( )
snf
snf
snf snf
snf
D
DR
L D
= +
∑
∑  with 0snfD ≥ and with 0snf snfL D+ >  otherwise 0 
(means no catch) 
Fleet specific discard amounts are calculated when no discard information is available by 
( )
.
1
unf
unf
L DR
D
DR
= −  when unfD  is null (empty) 
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Fleets without any discards information remain as such. 
 
Estimation of landings in numbers and mean weight at age for non or poorly sampled 
national fleets 
Let i be the age reference 
Landings in numbers ( ,snf iN ) and mean weight at age ( ,snf iW ) are aggregated by sampled 
fleets when SOPsnf ≥ 0.75 and SOPsnf ≤ 1.25. 
Raising of numbers and mean weights at ages 0-11 to non or poorly sampled fleets by 
,
,
( ).snf i unf
snf
unf i
snf
snf
N L
N
L
=
∑
∑   
, ,( )unf i snf iW mean W=  
The mean weights are unweighted and an appropriate weighing procedure, i.e. number of fish 
measured, should be explored. 
Fleets without any landings at age information remain as such. 
 
Estimation of discards in numbers and mean weight at age for non or poor sampled fleets 
Discards in numbers ( ,snf iN ) and mean weight at age ( ,snf iW ) are aggregated by sampled fleets 
when SOPsnf ≥ 0.75 and SOPsnf ≤ 1.25 along the same procedure as for the landings. 
 
Raising of numbers and mean weights at ages 0-11 to non or poorly sampled fleets by 
,
,
( ).snf i unf
snf
unf i
snf
snf
N D
N
D
=
∑
∑   
, ,( )unf i snf iW mean W=  
The mean weights are unweighted and an appropriate weighing procedure, i.e. number of fish 
measured, should be explored. 
Fleets without any landings at age information remain as such. 
An example of this raising procedure is given in Table 15.2.3.2 under the header "Discards", 
the values between parenthesis are the estimated values. 
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Catch at age estimation including discards 
Catches by fleets are estimated as the sum of landings and discards. Missing discards are 
ignored. 
Catches at ages 0-20 in numbers are estimated as the sum of landings at age in numbers and 
discards at age in numbers. Missing discards are ignored. 
Mean weights at ages 0-20 are estimated at weighted means (according to ratios of landings 
at age and discards at age to catches at age). 
Finally, all fleets’ catches and catches at ages in numbers and mean weights are aggregated 
finally over management areas, years and effort regulated gear groups. 
Fleets without any information on discards or landings at age and discards at age remain 
unchanged and need to be raised separately on an agreed basis in case that they constitute 
significant landings. 
 
The STECF-SGMOS notes that sampling of catch at sea including discards is expensive and 
difficult. This means that sampling coverage tends to be rather limited, and estimates of 
discards are subject to high uncertainty. This is true of all the discard data used here, and in 
some cases the discard estimates presented represent the first attempt to use the discard data 
from some fisheries in an advisory context. Where the coverage is considered adequate to 
estimate the overall catch compositions of specific fleets these are presented, but they are 
intended only to provide an approximate indication of fleet catch compositions. In cases 
where there are little data, the estimated discard rates may be biased and imprecise 
(Stratoudakis et al., 1999). The mean weights are estimated as unweighted means. This 
results in a biased estimate. An appropriate weighing procedure, i.e. number of fish 
measured, should be explored. 
STECF-SGMOS further notes that the approach of discard estimation applied is generally 
consistent with the method used in the discard estimates published by the FAO (Kelleher, 
2004). However, the group also notes that the design of a discard sampling scheme might 
differ depending on whether the objective was to estimate total discards, or discard for 
specific fleets. In the current context estimates from sampling schemes designed for the 
former purpose are being used for the latter purpose which again means the estimates should 
only be used with caution. Where this is the case, comparisons are made between the 
estimates of total discards used for assessment purposes, and the fleet-specific estimates used 
here. 
With regard to age composition data, STECF-SGMOS notes that the analyses presented here 
are intended to quantify the catch compositions of the various fleets and gears of interest. For 
this purpose it is the species compositions and the estimated landings and discards that are of 
primary importance, with the age compositions being only of secondary importance. 
Applying the age compositions to the national catches by fleet and gear is a complex process 
not least because it typically involves considerable filling-in to account for categories which 
do not correspond to those within national sampling schemes. It would make any future data 
compilation and analyses much more efficient if age composition data were not required. 
While there is clearly a trade-off between efficiency on one hand and providing additional 
information on the other, the group notes that in the current context the age composition data 
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add little information. As a result it proposes that any future data requests and analyses 
should be restricted to age-aggregated information. 
3.10. Treatment of CPUE data  
STECF-SGMOS notes that CPUE series are often interpreted and used as stock abundance 
indicator. However, STECF-SGMOS emphasises that the presented trends in CPUE by fleets 
are subject to selective fishing strategies (area, gear, mesh size etc.) and thus maybe biased. 
On the other hand, CPUE derived from targeted fisheries may provide very useful 
information on stock abundance trends. Furthermore, it must be taken into consideration that 
the majority of the CPUE trends represent only overall weights in the landings (LPUE) 
without discards or with poorly estimated discards. Ideally, the CPUE should be based on age 
disaggregated abundance rather than overall weights and reflect technological creep when 
trends over longer periods are evaluated. Time constraints prevented STECF-SGMOS from 
estimations of CPUE trends by age and full evaluations of these. STECF-SGMOS 
recommends that CPUE in units of numbers at age/(kw*days) be estimated and compared 
with the recent assessment results provided by ICES. 
STECF-SGMOS presents CPUE by derogations in units of g/(kW*days) Where discard 
estimates are not available, the trends in LPUE (landings per unit of effort) are given in the 
same units.  STECF wishes to stress again that great care should be used in the 
interpretation of these data owing to the incomplete nature of information on discarded 
fish. 
 
 
3.11. Summary of effort and landings by ‘unregulated’ gears  
This report also includes a detailed analysis of effort and catches from gear types not 
regulated in the cod management plan R(EC) 1098/2007. A definition of regulated and 
unregulated gear types can be found in section 5.6.  
 
3.12. Presentation of under 10m information  
 
This STECF-SGMOS report provides an overview of landings data provided by the experts 
regarding their national fisheries of vessels <10m, which are not obliged to report their 
landings through logbooks but rather do landings declarations. In this report an attempt is 
made to compile available information for each sub-area into overall figures. Since not all 
countries were able to fulfil this part of the data call, the aggregate estimates for each region 
must be considered as minimum estimates. Nevertheless, they begin to give an idea of the 
scale of landings contributed by these smaller classes of vessel. 
 
3.13. Presentation of spatial information on effective effort  
STECF-SGMOS notes that minimum geographic resolution in the available logbook 
information on landings and effective effort is by ICES rectangle and considers analyses to 
only be possible at that resolution at the present time. The effective effort values of certain 
nations were given in days fished which were then converted to trawled hours by applying a 
factor of 24. STECF-SGMOS notes that attention should only be paid to major changes in the 
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geographical distribution patterns given the imprecision of the created data set. A full set of 
figures is available on the website but a selection of key gears is included in this report. 
 
3.14. Effort management categories and Data Collection Framework (DCF) metiers  
In this report metier definitions were made in line with the current cod management plan for 
the Baltic. However, metier definitions also exist from the DCF regulations. At present these 
represent two rather different systems for classifying fishing activity.  
From the above descriptions, it is clear that the DCF matrix represents a much more detailed 
approach to describing fishing activity than the effort management categorisation in the cod 
management plan. In particular, the DCF approach involves more detailed information on 
gear type and also on catch composition (in relation to the different target assemblages). In 
contrast, the effort management categories include only information corresponding to DCF 
level three (gear group) and level six (mesh size & selective devices). As a result, an effort 
management category may include both multiple gear types and multiple target assemblages. 
The latter information is more critical, given that the intention of effort management is to 
protect specific components of the target assemblages.  
In order to identify the correspondence between effort management categories and DCF 
métiers, it will be necessary to review the effort management categories and identify cases 
where these may involve multiple gear types and/or multiple target assemblages. A future 
review should also identify cases where special conditions associated with a particular 
grouping involve a difference in gear selectivity characteristics or target assemblage.  This 
was beyond the scope of the present meeting. 
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4. REVIEW OF THE EFFORT REGIME IN THE CONTEXT OF THE COD         
 MANAGEMENT PLAN (REGULATION 1098/2007) 
4.1. General remarks 
This is the first report for the Baltic. Therefore, results have to be treated with caution.  
In general, the data situation for the Baltic is rather poor. In particular, the fact that no effort 
data were submitted by Poland reduces the validity of the analyses considerably. Poland 
contributes considerably to cod catches in the Baltic (see under 3.5). Also, information from 
Estonia coul only be used to a very limited extent since information on mesh sizes was not 
provided. Therefore, all effort and catches from Estonia appear under unregulated gears even 
if in reality regulated gears were used. In addition, Lithuania provided data for 2005 – 2008 
only and this could provide misleading trends in effort and catch over time.     
STECF-SGMOS notes that assignment of special conditions is based on best expert 
knowledge and data availability. Data errors may exist taking into consideration the very 
large size of data bases involved. Specific technical or gear configurations defined in the 
special conditions are often not registered in the logbook databases, i.e. BACOMA and T90. 
STECF-SGMOS notes that it was not possible to distinguish between trawls equipped with 
special condition BACOMA or T90 for all member states. In addition, it had to be often 
assumed that all Otter Trawls, Danish seines or similar gears with mesh size >= 105mm are 
BACOMA trawls from 2006 onwards (e.g., German data) in accordance with regulation 
2187/2005. Denmark provided no information on the usage of BACOMA trawls at all. 
Therefore, analyses on the usage of BACOMA trawls have to be seen preliminary and have 
to be interpreted with care. 
Several countries only delivered catch data for cod and not for other species. Therefore, it 
was decided to focus on cod catches by gear category, sub-area and member state in this 
report. Catches from other species (i.e. herring and sprat) were not analysed.   
  
4.2. Trends in nominal effort 2000-2008 by gear category, sub-area and member 
state 
Table 4.2.1 lists the trends in effort for gear categories defined in the cod management plan 
R(EC) 1098/2007 in kW*days for the whole Baltic. Table 4.2.2 lists the trends in effort by 
gear category, sub-area and member state. Table 4.2.3 lists effort trends by gear category and 
sub-area. Since this is the first year data were provided for the Baltic, no comparison with 
previous submissions can be made. Figures 4.2.1 – 4.2.9 show effort trends in regulated and 
unregulated gear categories by sub-area.  
In accordance with the TOR respective tables by gear-category, sub-area and member states 
in GT*days (gross tonnage) and number of vessels are available on the web. STECF-SGMOS 
emphasises that the number of vessels need to be interpreted with care and cannot be added 
across gear categories as the individual vessels may have been engaged in more than one of 
the defined fleets and thus could be multiple counted.  
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Note that in the tables of Section 6.2 the category ‘none none’ contains a combination of the 
effort information for gears which were not covered by the data call and effort information 
for vessels which recorded no gear type or mesh size. 
Although there are marked reductions in effort measured in kw-days especially for regulated 
gears in accordance with R(EC) 1097/2007, the total effort deployed in the Baltic in 2008 
was only 16% lower compared to 2002 (Table 4.2.1). The reductions for regulated gear types 
were largely compensated by increases in effort for unregulated gear types (i.e. pelagic trawls 
<90mm mesh size)). A reduction in total effort could be observed for sub-area A (Table 4.2.3 
and Figures 4.2.5 – 4.2.6). Since most cod catches stem from sub-area A and B (see section 
4.3), the decrease in total effort in sub-area A and the shift from regulated to unregulated gear 
types mainly used in the pelagic fisheries most likely decreased the fishing pressure on Baltic 
cod.   
The usage of BACOMA-trawls increased over the years (see figures 4.2.2; 4.2.3; 4.2.5; 4.2.7; 
4.2.9). However, as already mentioned several member states were not able to identify 
vessels fishing with BACOMA-trawls from logbook data. Therefore, the increase in the 
usage of BACOMA-trawls is most likely underestimated substantially.       
   
Table 4.2.1 Trend in nominal effort (kW*days at sea) by gear categories according to R(EC) 
1098/2007, 2000-2008. Data qualities are summarised in Section 5.8.2 and Table 5.8.2.1. An 
“r” in front of the gear type indicates regulated gears. Gear types without an “r” are non-
regulated gears (see also section 3.6). Data from Poland were not available for inclusion. 
Relative change from 2002 to 2008. 
REG GEAR COD SPECON 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 rel change
BEAM none 11990 184 129 1266 881 18779 101.06
DEM_SEINE none 5135 315 544 273 560 128 1441 588 0.08
DREDGE none 99673 104105 89576 58965 78384 72955 98780 110931 45088 -0.50
GILL none 409940 400556 412861 365549 478614 552359 530287 563153 481562 0.17
none none 95925 103339 84391 61231 50334 71332 62295 87600 80387 -0.05
OTTER none 1922959 1852679 1439460 1538748 1817492 1803906 1563424 1214557 1056777 -0.27
PEL_SEINE none 61969 39706 8306 1176 2499 3528 -0.58
PEL_TRAWL none 11278766 10363555 9882013 11968032 14337196 12869136 11208659 11661573 11231001 0.14
POTS none 122544 46353 68544 42613 26619 31518 28548 37903 21580 -0.69
r-BEAM none 412 5401 2422 368 3867 -0.28
r-DEM_SEINE BACOMA 35178 41376 46182
none 461293 615110 476985 366839 403285 272673 260424 242696 181090 -0.62
r-GILL none 4908279 4901249 3861237 5675455 5017183 4270865 3634697 3164162 3160380 -0.18
r-LONGLINE none 382496 628165 560722 641792 619168 670735 629102 357962 324225 -0.42
r-OTTER BACOMA 2315742 2221912 1407424 1268373 1928260 2092374 4175215 3487150 3474581 1.47
none 10568767 10960257 8429080 8888007 6741005 6756477 3858024 2827559 2713019 -0.68
r-PEL_TRAWL BACOMA 17899 272262 310584 92062
none 1281383 2027367 641423 105274 505501 350848 536288 215404 41042 -0.94
r-TRAMMEL none 248153 260132 233504 245851 223283 297432 240708 257607 270291 0.16
TRAMMEL none 15430 11158 4335 10757 5883 9857 15996 28545 13105 2.02
Grand Total 34190444 34536370 27605990 31241486 32235266 30140862 27152594 24609643 23259134 -0.16  
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Table  4.2.2 Trend in nominal effort (kW*days at sea) by gear categories according to R(EC) 
1098/2007, sub-area and Member State for 2000-2008. Data qualities are summarised in 
Section 3.8.2 and Table 3.8.2.1. An “r” in front of the gear type indicates regulated gears (see 
section 3.6). Gear types without an “r” are non-regulated gears. Data from Poland were not 
available for inclusion.    Relative change from 2002 to 2008. 
REG AREA COD REG GEAR COD SPECON COUNTRY 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 rel change
27 GILL none FIN 5630 3144 2350 5920 775 1800 1257 2734 -1.00
SWE 7902 5667 1082 418 453 2621 2472 1763 809 -0.25
none none SWE 60 404 -1.00
OTTER none GER 12493 6768 735 5145
PEL_TRAWL none FIN 13194 1103 8429 507 2940 4410 5515 4.00
GER 2206 77952 87507 64842 62517 35296 30879 13.00
SWE 1469375 1659436 1979155 1314138 1738077 1315867 778168 685247 436098 -0.78
POTS none SWE 31275 6451 17127 3883 3584 570 -1.00
r-GILL none FIN 466 699 5118 762 230 -1.00
GER 1168
SWE 263741 292677 216657 178545 114033 85235 90832 107085 102557 -0.53
r-LONGLINE none SWE 12623 7533 1512 1954 2599 3315 1448 406 -0.95
r-OTTER BACOMA FIN 1324
SWE 176804 167604 108775 46052 34533 1236 4024 458 -1.00
none FIN 6624
SWE 171814 245213 206289 171947 96988 114781 90956 105317 106409 -0.48
r-PEL_TRAWL none SWE 8137 12067
r-TRAMMEL none SWE 202 199 146
TRAMMEL none SWE 4434 4336 1702 3709 900 1059 4127 11281 3555 1.09
28.2 GILL none EST 166
FIN 338 1524 2760 4724 6761 1257 8636 -1.00
SWE 128 -1.00
OTTER none EST 221 221
SWE 9240 7392 18240 31264 172423 161400 162005 132309 141559 6.76
PEL_TRAWL none EST 438
FIN 1103 441 507 9925 4410 27575 24.00
SWE 1156260 1463350 1128929 1797373 1909024 1404586 1402903 1123713 965603 -0.14
POTS none SWE 254
r-GILL none FIN 233 4906 466 -1.00
SWE 242883 203798 148787 87406 54897 72903 49050 42810 49264 -0.67
r-LONGLINE none FIN 762 466 920
SWE 2210 7705 5433 884 229 3155 4599 1988 -0.63
r-OTTER BACOMA FIN 441
SWE 39543 3780 4355 837 837
none FIN 4413 736
SWE 76482 73589 60509 6180 1236 13332 -1.00
r-PEL_TRAWL none SWE 3232 6464
r-TRAMMEL none SWE 132 265 1959 3604
A BEAM none DEN 129 176
GER 184 1090 881 18779 101.06
DEM_SEINE none DEN 284 315 126 560 128 1441
GER 544 -1.00
DREDGE none DEN 99673 104105 89576 57591 78384 58087 75344 97071 32422 -0.64
GER 14868 23436 13860 11340
GILL none DEN 28259 53485 52632 26583 23963 30432 7984 7048 7629 -0.86
EST 22850 12969 29966
FIN 5841 699 834 1132 -1.00
GER 230224 206598 249245 210038 249293 266938 228344 277784 263056 0.06
none none DEN 82972 85478 62493 49442 36283 35269 39057 57186 53601 -0.14
SWE 1407 2914 9784 1840 1295 19530 5496 14844 17937 0.83
OTTER none DEN 879036 1110118 593851 400256 562265 498863 435548 263863 177834 -0.70
GER 80498 93054 227446 276426 297954 332489 279214 241042 199688 -0.12
PEL_SEINE none SWE 48900 35000
PEL_TRAWL none DEN 426280 425550 182698 257829 270683 292150 302602 165929 181808 0.00
EST 1058
FIN 3971 18292 14155 7277 5880 735 -1.00
GER 110818 57221 205763 256483 253823 250186 263650 298004 318514 0.55
SWE 1494769 1153487 694288 589941 625253 430443 378616 319279 329848 -0.52
POTS none DEN 2116 1699 1011 580 779 1592 3209 95 -0.91
GER 9419 9376 12123 12893 6388 9185 14527 20302 11308 -0.07
SWE 7732 7331 8891 11904 4196 10207 1607 4531 1992 -0.78
r-BEAM none DEN 566
GER 412 3971 442 368 3867 -0.03
r-DEM_SEINE BACOMA GER 23422 35151 38400
none DEN 455390 612374 476793 366110 392845 257130 250643 238316 181090 -0.62
GER 8604 1912
SWE 3930
r-GILL none DEN 597210 705070 511429 497506 492826 639488 462778 377866 399448 -0.22
FIN 3029 -1.00
GER 723991 781400 728025 786543 665478 752992 729093 750396 689997 -0.05
LAT 148767 162879 172982 185325 30941 15028
LIT 19111 32901
SWE 457972 604264 465530 582447 496224 511894 431752 426638 489144 0.05
r-LONGLINE none DEN 22764 81231 41523 57519 58033 40420 90751 49110 11148 -0.73
FIN 6930 2490 982 1247
GER 67962 68781 72967 78859 81113 102521 77830 63909 61717 -0.15
LIT 12533 0
SWE 1788 9615 17369 6532 43592 104525 37456 16677 13255 -0.24
r-OTTER BACOMA FIN 22506 10591 3089 61005 33075 24990 0.11
GER 1396480 1453434 1155745
LAT 1320 19588
LIT 57602 84342
SWE 336715 342267 121793 166816 192518 192263 314465 388070 325201 1.67
none DEN 4249523 4555012 3260673 2952354 2667927 2657655 1980720 1739445 1620660 -0.50
FIN 26883 38363
GER 2908474 2973126 2208752 1907138 1759972 1671214 42769 23067 30793 -0.99
LAT 2860 18516
SWE 300466 197801 193552 115945 35307 25407 23454 28194 10815 -0.94
r-PEL_TRAWL BACOMA GER 19794 30856 3443
LIT 16799 0
none DEN 41294 48812 19041 15917 11156 14220 26062 5868 2453 -0.87
GER 22822 5310 4483 14551 3975 17039 440 -1.00
SWE 42269 10966 685 2882 2424 4198 720 0.05
r-TRAMMEL none DEN 197994 207855 179407 203190 176461 236136 191191 195965 215180 0.20
GER 13435 15814 13493 10392 21308 27285 28412 35977 22434 0.66
SWE 36724 36301 40604 28587 22578 32909 20376 21330 24178 -0.40
TRAMMEL none DEN 2586 2426 716 2596 921 2405 466 265 528 -0.26
GER 3976 294
SWE 215 -1.00  
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Table 4.2.2 continued 
B BEAM none DEN 11990
DEM_SEINE none SWE 4851 147 588
DREDGE none DEN 1374 1326
GILL none DEN 35621 36844 30966 11028 28229 6283 1886 1896 4770 -0.85
EST 89972 61937 31416
FIN 79943 86070 70325 106508 129717 69254 34674 51678 29346 -0.58
SWE 14998 6292 1328 565 453 2621 2472 2517 1838 0.38
none none DEN 11327 13065 6394 4298 1951 5749 5681 2096 812 -0.87
SWE 219 1882 5660 5651 8264 9240 10517 11269 6236 0.10
OTTER none DEN 561592 400162 294954 445925 318128 261104 164526 130141 96627 -0.67
EST 7052 11050
GER 2652 67270 7208 5145 23223
LAT 51919 44821 34091 42156 14806
SWE 355167 236251 297974 237157 421901 498564 458637 410681 403477 0.35
PEL_SEINE none SWE 13069 4706 8306 1176 2499 3528 -0.58
PEL_TRAWL none DEN 1187029 715011 901494 518796 421779 694817 421616 716616 765500 -0.15
EST 60776 118378 98815
FIN 51729 71078 81862 49757 43626 50353 25725 33075 116538 0.42
GER 41794 202554 439233 273116 272149 326914 293399 6.02
LAT 1710328 1691043 1604324 1329424 1516043 1349236
SWE 4334301 3802381 3972488 4321256 5186567 4197084 4694512 4472529 4199858 0.06
POTS none SWE 31275 7020 17127 3883 3709 570 5053 -0.70
r-BEAM none DEN 1430 1414 -1.00
r-DEM_SEINE BACOMA GER 11756 6225 7782
none DEN 1973 2736 192 729 880 13631 9781 4380 -1.00
GER 956
r-GILL none DEN 327070 324467 234112 308655 285039 203266 149914 106096 106707 -0.54
FIN 3029 3029 2097 17677 10823 12154 3000 -0.01
GER 20807 9636 11804 11696 8290 41189 14209 11824 5048 -0.57
LAT 1528152 1530437 759804 655281 617637 564001
LIT 93187 55397 90686 128949
SWE 2079315 1767488 1337671 1333558 1048403 861520 729248 547360 577986 -0.57
r-LONGLINE none DEN 158769 221203 197610 248280 139745 126440 90135 56202 30613 -0.85
FIN 3150 6932 9199 24788 13146 23175
GER 663 442 1752 10248 11771 16799 9881 11920 17580 9.03
LAT 2480
LIT 264 59543 35332 34991
SWE 128340 226565 216535 234808 268869 249028 229356 110218 124625 -0.42
r-OTTER BACOMA FIN 65754 77228 58238 52185 74970 66150 38955 -0.41
GER 163096 80177 189211
LAT 414009 245422 262938
LIT 342503 192759 170844 382050
SWE 1762680 1708261 1088596 962890 1638558 1445748 1468745 1029553 1092873 0.00
none DEN 1309446 1364856 1161467 1489450 1015899 1156616 1280154 581971 641184 -0.45
FIN 132133 121041 3641 8684 5515 0.51
GER 166017 208345 223082 334236 213199 280775 1987 -0.99
LAT 502973 410511 330478
SWE 1006985 970195 892491 1082134 297533 257715 173238 104651 63146 -0.93
r-PEL_TRAWL BACOMA GER 127086 70379 16691
LAT 35464 123902 10521
LIT 1100 89918 85447 61407
none DEN 142169 170472 89028 68859 51827 44047 96113 31102 1010 -0.99
GER 198637 288971 125480 182107 143688 -1.00
LAT 5947 114489 10972
SWE 822823 1484305 402706 139065 118458 409475 178434 36859 -0.91
r-TRAMMEL none DEN 3278 2064 792 199 1104
SWE 162 202 673 178 265 2230 3791
TRAMMEL none SWE 4434 4396 1702 4452 3444 3396 6865 14061 5540 2.25
C GILL none EST 664
FIN 1184 2456 2582 1729 6341 3817 2052 3664 402 -0.84
SWE 34666 160998 133105 130527 112330
none none SWE 2541 1544 1544 1801 1801
OTTER none DEN 37426 3050 6995 8350 1879 14065 4564 5549 -0.21
GER 7688 1540 3675
PEL_TRAWL none DEN 50154 42328 19682 15067 37216 6428 18960 52871 156824 6.97
FIN 41107 31001 158642 50044 119124 20957 -0.32
GER 6620 16845 73352 77497 27064 81547 69053 9.43
LAT 184 4677 162 956
SWE 998051 915441 613535 658046 1501494 2069574 1156480 1713739 1864025 2.04
POTS none FIN 311
SWE 40727 13911 12265 17816 15455 3581 3529 8721 3132 -0.74
r-GILL none FIN 233 1864 6164 2160 5592
SWE 194122 212449 200465 208219 154716 23429 34706 36847 29251 -0.85
r-LONGLINE none SWE 80
r-OTTER BACOMA SWE 2160
none FIN 1015 3530 88320 -1.00
SWE 216131 211701 215094 218426 242433 229988 266733 244914 232510 0.08
TRAMMEL none SWE 618 2997 4244 2938 3482
(blank) (blank) (blank) (blank)
Grand Total 34190444 34536370 27605990 31241486 32235266 30140862 27152594 24609643 23259134 -0.16  
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Table 4.2.3. Trend in nominal effort (Kw *days at sea) by gear categories and sub-area 2000-
2008. Data qualities are summarised in Section 3.8.2 and Table 3.8.2.1. An “r” in front of the 
gear type indicates regulated gears in accordance with R(EC) 1098/2007 (see section 3.6). 
Gear types without an “r” are non-regulated gears. Data from Poland are not included. 
Relative change from 2002 to 2008. 
REG AREA COD REG GEAR COD SPECON 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 rel change
27 GILL none 13532 8811 3432 6338 1228 4421 3729 4497 809 -0.76
none none 60 404 -1.00
OTTER none 12493 6768 735 5145
PEL_TRAWL none 1469375 1672630 1982464 1400519 1826091 1383649 845095 720543 472492 -0.76
POTS none 31275 6451 17127 3883 3584 570 -1.00
r-GILL none 264909 292677 217123 179244 114033 90353 91594 107315 102557 -0.53
r-LONGLINE none 12623 7533 1512 1954 2599 3315 1448 406 -0.95
r-OTTER BACOMA 176804 167604 108775 46052 35857 1236 4024 458 -1.00
none 171814 245213 206289 178571 96988 114781 90956 105317 106409 -0.48
r-PEL_TRAWL none 8137 12067
r-TRAMMEL none 202 199 146
TRAMMEL none 4434 4336 1702 3709 900 1059 4127 11281 3555 1.09
28.2 GILL none 338 1652 2760 4724 6761 1423 8636 -1.00
OTTER none 9240 7392 18240 31264 172423 161400 162226 132530 141559 6.76
PEL_TRAWL none 1156260 1463350 1130032 1797814 1909531 1414511 1407313 1124151 993178 -0.12
POTS none 254
r-GILL none 242883 203798 149020 87406 54897 77809 49516 42810 49264 -0.67
r-LONGLINE none 2210 7705 5433 884 229 3917 5065 2908 -0.46
r-OTTER BACOMA 39543 3780 4796 837 837
none 80895 73589 60509 6916 1236 13332 -1.00
r-PEL_TRAWL none 3232 6464
r-TRAMMEL none 132 265 1959 3604
A BEAM none 184 129 1266 881 18779 101.06
DEM_SEINE none 284 315 544 126 560 128 1441 -1.00
DREDGE none 99673 104105 89576 57591 78384 72955 98780 110931 43762 -0.51
GILL none 264324 260083 302576 236621 273256 298204 260310 297801 300651 -0.01
none none 84379 88392 72277 51282 37578 54799 44553 72030 71538 -0.01
OTTER none 959534 1203172 821297 676682 860219 831352 714762 504905 377522 -0.54
PEL_SEINE none 48900 35000
PEL_TRAWL none 2031867 1640229 1101041 1118408 1157036 978659 944868 785005 830170 -0.25
POTS none 19267 18406 22025 24797 11164 20171 17726 28042 13395 -0.39
r-BEAM none 412 3971 1008 368 3867 -0.03
r-DEM_SEINE BACOMA 23422 35151 38400
none 459320 612374 476793 366110 401449 259042 250643 238316 181090 -0.62
r-GILL none 1779173 2090734 1708013 2015263 1817407 2096467 1841849 1585841 1593617 -0.07
r-LONGLINE none 92514 159627 131859 142910 189668 262489 207019 129696 87367 -0.34
r-OTTER BACOMA 336715 342267 144299 177407 195607 249865 1857612 1894167 1505936 9.44
none 7485346 7764302 5662977 4978297 4463206 4372792 2046943 1790706 1662268 -0.71
r-PEL_TRAWL BACOMA 16799 19794 30856 3443
none 106385 65088 24209 30468 18013 33683 30700 5868 3173 -0.87
r-TRAMMEL none 248153 259970 233504 242169 220347 296330 239979 253272 261792 0.12
TRAMMEL none 6562 2426 931 2596 921 2405 760 265 528 -0.43
B BEAM none 11990
DEM_SEINE none 4851 147 588
DREDGE none 1374 1326
GILL none 130562 129206 102619 118101 158399 78158 129004 118028 67370 -0.34
none none 11546 14947 12054 9949 10215 14989 16198 13365 7048 -0.42
OTTER none 916759 639065 592928 802271 784850 800967 672371 571823 523327 -0.12
PEL_SEINE none 13069 4706 8306 1176 2499 3528 -0.58
PEL_TRAWL none 5573059 4588470 4997638 6802691 7782248 6819694 6804202 7183555 6823346 0.37
POTS none 31275 7020 17127 3883 3709 570 5053 -0.70
r-BEAM none 1430 1414 -1.00
r-DEM_SEINE BACOMA 11756 6225 7782
none 1973 2736 192 729 1836 13631 9781 4380 -1.00
r-GILL none 2427192 2101591 1586616 3185090 2874266 1976643 1614872 1385757 1385691 -0.13
r-LONGLINE none 287772 448210 415897 496486 427317 401730 413703 226818 233464 -0.44
r-OTTER BACOMA 1762680 1708261 1154350 1040118 1696796 1840436 2313579 1592146 1966027 0.70
none 2614581 2664437 2280681 3417477 1937142 2025584 1453392 686622 711832 -0.69
r-PEL_TRAWL BACOMA 1100 252468 279728 88619
none 1163629 1943748 617214 74806 487488 317165 505588 209536 37869 -0.94
r-TRAMMEL none 162 3480 2737 970 464 2230 4895
TRAMMEL none 4434 4396 1702 4452 3444 3396 6865 14061 5540 2.25
C GILL none 1184 2456 2582 1729 41007 164815 135821 134191 112732 42.66
none none 2541 1544 1544 1801 1801
OTTER none 37426 3050 6995 16038 3419 14065 4564 9224 0.32
PEL_TRAWL none 1048205 998876 670838 848600 1662290 2272623 1207181 1848319 2111815 2.15
POTS none 40727 14222 12265 17816 15455 3581 3529 8721 3132 -0.74
r-GILL none 194122 212449 200465 208452 156580 29593 36866 42439 29251 -0.85
r-LONGLINE none 80
r-OTTER BACOMA 2160
none 216131 212716 218624 306746 242433 229988 266733 244914 232510 0.06
TRAMMEL none 618 2997 4244 2938 3482
(blank) (blank) (blank)
Grand Total 34190444 34536370 27605990 31241486 32235266 30140862 27152594 24609643 23259134 -0.16  
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Figure 4.2.1. Area 27 Baltic: Trend in nominal effort by gear types, 2000-2008 (Kw *days at 
sea). Left: Regulated gears. Right Unregulated gears. Note that these figures are without 
data from Poland and with limited data from Estonia and Lithuania. 
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Figure 4.2.2. Area 27 Baltic: Trend in nominal effort by special conditions, 2000-2008 (Kw 
*days at sea). Note that these figures are without data from Poland and with limited data 
from Estonia and Lithuania. 
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Figure 4.2.3. Area 28.2 Baltic: Trend in nominal effort by gear types, 2000-2008 (Kw *days 
at sea). Left: Regulated gears. Right Unregulated gears. Note that these figures are without 
data from Poland and with limited data from Estonia and Lithuania. 
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Figure 4.2.4. Area 28.2 Baltic: Trend in nominal effort by special conditions, 2000-2008 (Kw 
*days at sea). Note that these figures are without data from Poland and with limited data 
from Estonia and Lithuania.  
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Figure 4.2.5. Area A Baltic: Trend in nominal effort by gear types 2000-2008 (Kw *days at 
sea). Left: Regulated gears. Right Unregulated gears. Note that these figures are without 
data from Poland and with limited data from Estonia and Lithuania. 
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Figure 4.2.6. Area A Baltic: Trend in nominal effort by special conditions, 2000-2008 (Kw 
*days at sea). Note that these figures are without data from Poland and with limited data 
from Estonia and Lithuania.  
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Figure 4.2.7. Area B Baltic: Trend in nominal effort by gear types 2000-2008 (Kw *days at 
sea). Left: Regulated gears. Right Unregulated gears. Note that these figures are without 
data from Poland and with limited data from Estonia and Lithuania. 
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Figure 4.2.8. Area B Baltic: Trend in nominal effort by special conditions, 2000-2008 (Kw 
*days at sea). Note that these figures are without data from Poland and with limited data 
from Estonia and Lithuania.  
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Figure 4.2.9. Area C Baltic: Trend in nominal effort by gear types 2000-2008 (Kw *days at 
sea). Left: Regulated gears. Right Unregulated gears. Note that these figures are without 
data from Poland and with limited data from Estonia and Lithuania. 
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Figure 4.2.10. Area C Baltic: Trend in nominal effort by special conditions, 2000-2008 (Kw 
*days at sea). Note that these figures are without data from Poland and with limited data 
from Estonia and Lithuania.  
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4.3. Trends in Baltic cod catch estimates in weight and numbers at age by gear 
category, sub-area and member state 2003 - 2008 
The following tables list the landings and discards for cod by gear category, sub-area and 
member state (Table 4.3.1) as well as aggregated over member states (Table 4.3.2). Discard 
rates per year, gear category and sub-area can be found in table 4.3.3. A detailed list of 
catches and discard estimates by age can be found in Table 4.3.4. Figures on landings and 
discards for the most important gear categories catching cod were also provided (Figure 
4.3.1). A full set of figures for all gear categories will be made available on the web.  
The overall problem highlighted in this section is the poor quality of discard data as already 
outlined in section 3.9. 
The overall landings of Baltic cod in 2008 were 17.7% lower compared to 2003 (Table 
4.3.2). Discards in 2008 were estimated to be 47.3% lower compared to 2003 but the poor 
quality of the discard estimates and provision make this observation unreliable. 
Most cod landings stem from sub-areas A and B. Sub-areas 27, 28.2 and C only play a very 
limited role according to available data (Landings 2008 A+B = 47713 tonnes; Landings 2008 
27+28.2+C = 78 tonnes). 
Discard rates for cod are also highest for sub-areas A and B (Table 4.3.3). This probably 
reflects on the one hand the distribution of the cod stock, but also a lower availability of 
discard estimates from sub-areas 27, 28.2 and C. Discard rates were in general higher for 
otter trawls, demersal seines and pelagic trawls (up to 23% in sub-area A, however, <15% 
from 2005 onwards) compared to gillnets (<5%). Unfortunately a comparison between 
BACOMA trawls and non-BACOMA trawls was not possible due to the inability to 
distinguish between vessels equipped with BACOMA trawls and vessels not equipped with 
BACOMA-trawls especially for the years before 2005. Such a comparison would have been 
helpful but relies on the submission of detailed information form all member states. 
A ranking of gear categories according to cod catches in the different sub-areas can be found 
in section 4.5. 
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Table 4.3.1: Landings (t) and discards (t) for cod 2003-2008 by gear category, sub-area and 
member state. Data qualities are summarised in Section 3.8.4 and Table 3.8.4.1. An “r” in 
front of the gear type indicates regulated gears in accordance with R(EC) 1098/2007 (see 
section 3.6). Gear types without an “r” are non-regulated gears.   
Data
REG_AREA REG_GEAR SPECON COUNTRY 2003 L 2003 D 2004 L 2004 D 2005 L 2005 D 2006 L 2006 D 2007 L 2007 D 2008 L 2008 D
27 GILL none FIN 7.9355 0 0.4248 0
27 GILL none SWE 0.014 0 0.002 0
27 OTTER none GER 0.3 0
27 OTTER none SWE 0.004 0
27 PEL_TRAWL none FIN 1.5812 0 2.301 0 0.9145 0
27 PEL_TRAWL none SWE 1.4 0 1.35 0 0.3 0 0.74 0
27 r‐GILL none SWE 245.127 0 81.1825 0 20.2694 0 41.3345 0 52.651 0 52.8005 0
27 r‐LONGLINE none SWE 0.215 0 5.677 0 0.731 0 0.041 0 0.366 0 3.226 0
27 r‐OTTER BACOMA FIN 4.012 0
27 r‐OTTER BACOMA SWE 122.424 0 170.916 0 4.31 0 13.1 0 0.049 0
27 r‐OTTER none SWE 376.482 0 74.103 0 1.244 0 2.53 0 2.295 0
27 r‐TRAMMEL none SWE 0.006 0
27 TRAMMEL none SWE 0.027 0
28.2 GILL none EST 0.01 0
28.2 GILL none FIN 4.8616 0 4.44624 0 1.95644 0.13
28.2 OTTER none EST 0.085 0 0.627 0
28.2 OTTER none SWE 0.055 0 0.13 0 0.98 0
28.2 PEL_TRAWL none EST 0 0
28.2 PEL_TRAWL none FIN 3.894 0 0.1652 0
28.2 PEL_TRAWL none SWE 0.17 0 0.03 0 1.252 0 0.5 0
28.2 r‐GILL none SWE 36.702 0 13.538 0 36.716 0 18.063 0 3.732 0 7.21 0
28.2 r‐LONGLINE none FIN 0.76818 0
28.2 r‐LONGLINE none SWE 0.002 0 0.45 0
28.2 r‐OTTER BACOMA FIN 0.236 0
28.2 r‐OTTER BACOMA SWE 1.99 0 2 0 4 0
28.2 r‐OTTER none SWE 11.79 0 0.042 0 0.7 0
28.2 r‐TRAMMEL none SWE 0.025 0 0.222 0 0.375 0 0.82 0
A DEM_SEINE none DEN 0.00236 0 6.35902 0
A DREDGE none DEN 1.57782857 0
A GILL none DEN 66.46527 0 34.566802 0 42.0391831 0 4.195195 0 16.4351415 0 0.34574 0
A GILL none EST 78.412 0 51.672 0 112.344 0
A GILL none FIN 0.21476 0
A GILL none GER 7.339 0 0.164 0 1.335 0 0.939 0 0.326 0 0.304 0
A GILL none SWE 0.1795 0 0.013 0 0.5505 0 0.419 0 0.561 0 0.065 0
A none none DEN 27.88252 0 25.79952 0 15.50048 0 10.80408 0 12.399676 0 5.103854 0
A none none SWE 0.008 0 0.104 0 14.852 0 4.42 0 25.23 0 14.8045 0
A OTTER none DEN 95.6667047 0 62.4623957 0 110.621335 0 120.235889 0 46.77461 0 21.748698 0
A OTTER none GER 59.267 0 24.603 0 81.919 0 63.116 0 39.123 0 57.33 0
A OTTER none SWE 10.52 0 0.91 0 0.06 0 0.975 0 0.45 0
A PEL_TRAWL none DEN 26.82789 0 25.702642 0 77.5152805 0 86.631352 0 42.654876 0 26.22078 0
A PEL_TRAWL none EST 9.872 0
A PEL_TRAWL none FIN 2.37062 0 8.3544 0 2.22548 0
A PEL_TRAWL none GER 25.503 0 21.585 0.253 68.641 0 77.912 0 49.678 0 46.671 0
A PEL_TRAWL none SWE 65.71 0 60.38 1 70.934 0 53.235 0 30.863 0 26.802 0
A POTS none DEN 4.46748 0 1.92222 0 0.08968 0
A POTS none GER 2.54 0 0.035 0 0.705 0 0.017 0 0.094 0
A POTS none SWE 0.695 0 0.121 0 0.0315 0 0.062 0
A r‐BEAM none DEN 2.16016803 0
A r‐BEAM none GER 0.592 0 0.889 0 9.28 0
A r‐DEM_SEINE BACOMA GER 54.655 0 142.862 0 250.269 0
A r‐DEM_SEINE none DEN 1170.87254 103.155386 1077.9514 118.19466 754.065297 68.1939784 1189.06659 89.4833989 997.51274 91.0012472 972.762787 2.14242431
A r‐DEM_SEINE none GER 6.139 0 38.778 5
A r‐GILL none DEN 1235.52296 19 1179.27774 12 1185.27836 43 1079.72866 0 929.227301 0 898.245692 0
A r‐GILL none GER 1165.405 17.848 669.754 12.133 702.922 25 980.66 0.177 991.641 0 1005.08 0
A r‐GILL none LAT 124.169 1 158.253 1 405.708 19.2 579.865 1 89.703 0 29.666 0
A r‐GILL none POL 535.09 8 361.8762 8 462.945 18 453.4696 0 912.7186 0 660.4437 0
A r‐GILL none SWE 896.366 14.4564867 795.506 8.6518032 760.33 29.9266974 714.987 0 752.453 0 725.0308 0
A r‐LONGLINE none DEN 184.495019 2 172.332024 2 99.2206266 4 72.098 0 101.95613 0 5.95192 0
A r‐LONGLINE none FIN 14.80546 0 1.4396 0.025
A r‐LONGLINE none GER 16.507 0 25.987 2 51.814 3 16.9 0 13.202 0 11.981 0
A r‐LONGLINE none POL 3.66 0 32.9117 2 257.143 14 128.4118 0 265.2172 0 74.3626 0
A r‐LONGLINE none SWE 23.995 0.32285973 108.047 6.46919668 176.4054 6.26128716 92.388 0 52.537 0 52.833 0
A r‐OTTER BACOMA FIN 57.20522 0 3.5931 0 242.0534 0 220.11012 0 157.98076 0
A r‐OTTER BACOMA GER 4923.29 412.635 4898.392 508.875 3124.47 301.716
A r‐OTTER BACOMA LAT 0.853 0 172.839 21
A r‐OTTER BACOMA POL 27.64 0 132.6601 13 312.14 0.67526538 177.3648 16 1180.7703 104 610.6844 46
A r‐OTTER BACOMA SWE 577.409 0 670.378 36.4642154 572.751 2 1163.5348 66.860497 1426.635 194 1228.098 52.8640096
A r‐OTTER none DEN 6188.66105 1086.75402 5973.35852 1126.8457 5360.22875 1183.53936 5413.20959 794.29045 5300.45422 614.023828 4191.76507 446.986236
A r‐OTTER none GER 4004.233 1321.706 3981.663 533.196 4704.233 1146.397 24.711 4 8.85 0 18.203 1
A r‐OTTER none LAT 2.258 0 57.284 13
A r‐OTTER none SWE 281.429 77 84.814 11.2168523 61.607 14 53.088 1.96379024 97.906 11 28.713 0.88679902
A r‐PEL_TRAWLBACOMA GER 77.32 0 186.993 0 4.751 0
A r‐PEL_TRAWLBACOMA POL 1.95812164 0 10.2157 0 61.001 0.32363636 41.3096 0 12.3463 0 15.1906 0
A r‐PEL_TRAWLnone DEN 34.9666239 1 12.330292 0 36.5829192 0 45.35389 0 18.483166 0 7.27706 0
A r‐PEL_TRAWLnone GER 49.896 1.229 11.584 0 36.084 0 0.022 0
A r‐PEL_TRAWLnone SWE 8.29 0.13400266 4.6 0 7.332 0.16540732 1.9 0.06359542
A r‐TRAMMEL none DEN 270.398416 4 238.40779 3 310.14648 12 352.09017 0 324.925672 0 297.986146 0
A r‐TRAMMEL none GER 2.31 0 1.751 0 5.663 0 1.783 0 17.569 0 8.299 0
A r‐TRAMMEL none SWE 8.911 0.30334467 0.644 0.0098858 2.293 0.12457734 0.1675 0 0.08 0 0.857 0
A TRAMMEL none DEN 0.54752 0 0.34574 0 5.2746 0 0.86612 0  
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Table 4.3.1 continued 
B DREDGE none DEN 6.91817143 0 5.81622 0
B GILL none DEN 24.4083 0 47.17994 0 1.24372 0 0.72098 0 2.84498 0 6.87232 0
B GILL none EST 265.736 0 228.814 2 144.705 1
B GILL none FIN 552.30962 0.502 477.25572 0.808 94.1286 0.01 61.19126 0.08 47.63424 0.68 143.83256 1.76
B GILL none SWE 0.014 0 0.002 0
B none none DEN 5.32298 0 2.35646 0 16.80202 0 2.70928 0
B none none SWE 1.715 0 5.185 0 3.432 0 4.011 0 5.502 0 3.566 0
B OTTER none DEN 47.9910169 0 68.4344059 0 73.1837415 0 33.1755427 4 9.66302 0 2.5842 0
B OTTER none EST 24.799 0 61.891 0
B OTTER none GER 0.5 0 0.2 0
B OTTER none LAT 4.964 0
B OTTER none SWE 10.424 0 24.396 0 21.521 0 14.7541 1.36557153 15.5255 0 16.187 0
B PEL_TRAWL none DEN 33.591897 0 34.8856616 0 94.8410655 0 21.79696 0 23.990344 0 5.74542 0
B PEL_TRAWL none EST 239.389 0 485.678 0 581.504 0
B PEL_TRAWL none FIN 15.74592 0 34.44066 0 20.79042 0 9.9002 0 23.58348 0 25.24256 0
B PEL_TRAWL none GER 8.306 0 4.901 0 0.15 0
B PEL_TRAWL none LAT 36.594 0 74.3945 0 78.058 0 65.108 0 220.695 0 153.929 0
B PEL_TRAWL none SWE 28.648 0 104.709 0 96.335 0 36.18 0 100.102 0 78.84 0
B POTS none SWE 1.0424 0
B r‐BEAM none DEN 10.393852 0
B r‐DEM_SEINE BACOMA GER 66.313 0 57.855 0 93.945 0
B r‐DEM_SEINE none DEN 7.2146683 0 0.29219048 0 196.446629 0 82.0750733 0 44.81994 0
B r‐DEM_SEINE none GER 0.626 0
B r‐GILL none DEN 1014.99111 27 782.761152 27 509.16718 12 434.43116 13 455.83282 27 496.50742 12
B r‐GILL none FIN 0.7375 0 9.82468 0
B r‐GILL none GER 54.745 2 20.347 1 143.521 5 12.663 1 1.551 0 8.14 0
B r‐GILL none LAT 3317.149 120.2 3453.459 182.6 2257.062 70.7 1911.082 69.122 1759.199 138.67 2003.121 67.01
B r‐GILL none LIT 626.263837 31.389 233.652522 8.32968123 93.35 1.867
B r‐GILL none POL 5129.17675 143 5515.3898 208 3916.154 113.686135 3971.8108 136.481088 2249.2075 99.0757389 3119.3092 55.4287707
B r‐GILL none SWE 3117.3335 66.5212268 2102.8067 30.6095439 1287.4479 34.1391774 1076.3143 35 889.927 49 1318.3533 38
B r‐LONGLINE none DEN 444.150925 17 372.652156 5 300.019393 9 241.53538 0 117.25188 0 87.61618 6
B r‐LONGLINE none FIN 23.1103 0.09 2.42608 0 9.98398 0 17.35544 0 3.6934 0
B r‐LONGLINE none GER 0.017 0 1.355 0 0.037 0 0.07 0
B r‐LONGLINE none POL 1706.63291 68 2154.6126 24 1855.248 40.9083025 2655.663 0 1437.2589 0 956.906 103.199475
B r‐LONGLINE none SWE 701.111 27.9100312 833.208 9.78203683 668.6155 19.5585374 624.5635 0 352.921 0 448.5013 23
B r‐OTTER BACOMA FIN 534.97778 0 323.56898 0 162.03406 0 346.41614 0 542.91446 0 466.50356 0
B r‐OTTER BACOMA GER 1214.044 178 596.354 95 1960.412 108.309
B r‐OTTER BACOMA LAT 1771.256 53.819 1136.445 29.036 1714.336 69.524
B r‐OTTER BACOMA POL 8270.18671 535.775974 5403.7451 91.7171451 5316.279 63.265309 6289.7209 514.199118 3401.6271 303.627628 4467.9504 150.004108
B r‐OTTER BACOMA SWE 2990.849 132.9 6213.604 225.082871 4045.422 627.176045 4893.7795 1326.63308 5595.648 1181.69181 5543.4375 472.978622
B r‐OTTER none DEN 5907.22898 379.705605 4337.26275 368.314808 4321.93903 381.664368 6956.3497 713.769206 5272.27564 367.558002 6480.20219 413.764812
B r‐OTTER none FIN 20.15676 0
B r‐OTTER none GER 1290.246 84.271 1067.465 86.396 1588.295 105 25.56 2
B r‐OTTER none LAT 874.7365 45.3 796.593 48.4 1126.161 63
B r‐OTTER none LIT 2987.804 193.302 1679.21202 112.608 771.996 50.389 1605.16 104.95627
B r‐OTTER none SWE 3278.846 554.740923 917.031 54.5967713 455.118 71.9673321 460.089 123.252997 511.992 105.891123 247.7223 26.0544361
B r‐PEL_TRAWLBACOMA GER 729.7 8 870.076 80.335 259.58 10.934
B r‐PEL_TRAWLBACOMA LAT 139.569 1 751.129 28 31.967 1
B r‐PEL_TRAWLBACOMA POL 354.746261 0 1508.3474 13.4705133 585.639 14.1551792 1373.2261 14.3871242 1510.5981 14.5103019 176.582 7.43913303
B r‐PEL_TRAWLnone DEN 167.762096 0 404.429188 4 196.790401 8 595.54718 113 355.837732 74 13.97828 2
B r‐PEL_TRAWLnone GER 1565.951 22.602 578.286 21.715
B r‐PEL_TRAWLnone LAT 41.456 0 348.395 8 5.853 0
B r‐PEL_TRAWLnone SWE 493.993 25.2818267 320.588 12 1595.952 274.699001 1225.602 236.997226 161.974 30.2124671
B r‐TRAMMEL none DEN 11.28788 0 7.43518 0 0.02596 0 1.9293 0 20.66298 0
B r‐TRAMMEL none SWE 0.006 0.00011541 0.025 0.00069308 0.222 0 0.375 0 0.843 0
B TRAMMEL none SWE 0.148 0 0.272 0 0.027 0
C GILL none EST 0.014 0
C GILL none FIN 1.19062 0 0.64074 0.004
C GILL none SWE 1.132 0
C OTTER none SWE 0.29 0 3.97 0
C PEL_TRAWL none DEN 0.15738649 0
C r‐GILL none SWE 3.609 0 2.335 0 2.278 0 3.015 0 6.206 0 6.4576 0
C r‐LONGLINE none SWE 0.015 0
C r‐OTTER BACOMA SWE 0.78 0
Totalt 58069.5979 4862.60185 55883.8128 3334.31995 50319.2906 4473.88988 59027.7386 5111.38073 50903.3593 4435.82158 47784.8035 2560.13016  
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Table 4.3.2: Landings (t) and discards (t) for cod 2003-2008 by gear category and sub-area. 
Data qualities are summarised in Section 3.8.4 and Table 3.8.4.1 and 3.9. An “r” in front of 
the gear type indicates regulated gears in accordance with R(EC) 1098/2007 (see section 3.6). 
Gear types without an “r” are non-regulated gears. 
Data
REG_AREA REG_GEAR SPECON 2003 L 2003 D 2004 L 2004 D 2005 L 2005 D 2006 L 2006 D 2007 L 2007 D 2008 L 2008 D
27 GILL none 7.9355 0 0.014 0 0.4248 0 0.002 0
27 OTTER none 0.3 0 0.004 0
27 PEL_TRAWL none 2.9812 0 1.35 0 2.601 0 0.9145 0 0.74 0
27 r‐GILL none 245.127 0 81.1825 0 20.2694 0 41.3345 0 52.651 0 52.8005 0
27 r‐LONGLINE none 0.215 0 5.677 0 0.731 0 0.041 0 0.366 0 3.226 0
27 r‐OTTER BACOMA 122.424 0 174.928 0 4.31 0 13.1 0 0.049 0
27 r‐OTTER none 376.482 0 74.103 0 1.244 0 2.53 0 2.295 0
27 r‐TRAMMEL none 0.006 0
27 TRAMMEL none 0.027 0
28.2 GILL none 4.8616 0 4.45624 0 1.95644 0.13
28.2 OTTER none 0.055 0 0.13 0 1.065 0 0.627 0
28.2 PEL_TRAWL none 0.17 0 0.03 0 5.146 0 0.1652 0 0.5 0
28.2 r‐GILL none 36.702 0 13.538 0 36.716 0 18.063 0 3.732 0 7.21 0
28.2 r‐LONGLINE none 0.002 0 0.76818 0 0.45 0
28.2 r‐OTTER BACOMA 2.226 0 2 0 4 0
28.2 r‐OTTER none 11.79 0 0.042 0 0.7 0
28.2 r‐TRAMMEL none 0.025 0 0.222 0 0.375 0 0.82 0
A DEM_SEINE none 0.00236 0 6.35902 0
A DREDGE none 1.577829 0
A GILL none 73.98377 0 34.7438 0 43.92468 0 84.17996 0 68.99414 0 113.0587 0
A none none 27.89052 0 25.90352 0 30.35248 0 15.22408 0 37.62968 0 19.90835 0
A OTTER none 165.4537 0 87.9754 0 192.6003 0 184.3269 0 86.34761 0 79.0787 0
A PEL_TRAWL none 120.4115 0 116.022 1.253 219.3158 0 217.7784 0 133.0679 0 99.69378 0
A POTS none 0.695 0 2.661 0 0.035 0 5.17248 0 1.97072 0 0.24568 0
A r‐BEAM none 2.752168 0 0.889 0 9.28 0
A r‐DEM_SEINE BACOMA 54.655 0 142.862 0 250.269 0
A r‐DEM_SEINE none 1170.873 103.1554 1084.09 118.1947 792.8433 73.19398 1189.067 89.4834 997.5127 91.00125 972.7628 2.142424
A r‐GILL none 3956.553 60.30449 3164.667 41.7848 3517.183 135.1267 3808.71 1.177 3675.743 0 3318.466 0
A r‐LONGLINE none 228.657 2.32286 354.0832 12.4692 584.583 27.26129 309.7978 0 432.9123 0 146.5681 0.025
A r‐OTTER BACOMA 662.2542 0 806.6312 49.46422 884.891 2.675265 6507.096 495.4955 7898.746 827.875 5121.233 400.58
A r‐OTTER none 10476.58 2485.46 10039.84 1671.259 10183.35 2356.936 5491.009 800.2542 5407.21 625.0238 4238.681 448.873
A r‐PEL_TRAWL BACOMA 1.958122 0 10.2157 0 61.001 0.323636 118.6296 0 199.3393 0 19.9416 0
A r‐PEL_TRAWL none 84.86262 2.229 32.20429 0.134003 77.26692 0 52.70789 0.165407 18.48317 0 9.17706 0.063595
A r‐TRAMMEL none 281.6194 4.303345 240.8028 3.009886 318.1025 12.12458 354.0407 0 342.5747 0 307.1421 0
A TRAMMEL none 0.54752 0 0.34574 0 5.2746 0 0.86612 0
B DREDGE none 6.918171 0 5.81622 0
B GILL none 576.7179 0.502 524.4357 0.808 95.38632 0.01 327.6482 0.08 279.2952 2.68 295.4099 2.76
B none none 7.03798 0 7.54146 0 20.23402 0 6.72028 0 5.502 0 3.566 0
B OTTER none 63.87902 0 92.83041 0 94.70474 0 72.72864 5.365572 87.07952 0 18.9712 0
B PEL_TRAWL none 122.8858 0 253.3308 0 290.0245 0 372.3742 0 854.1988 0 845.261 0
B POTS none 1.0424 0
B r‐BEAM none 10.39385 0
B r‐DEM_SEINE BACOMA 66.313 0 57.855 0 93.945 0
B r‐DEM_SEINE none 7.214668 0 0.91819 0 196.4466 0 82.07507 0 44.81994 0
B r‐GILL none 12633.4 358.7212 11874.76 449.2095 8113.352 235.5253 8032.565 285.9921 5590.107 322.0754 7048.606 174.3058
B r‐LONGLINE none 2851.895 112.91 3383.6 38.87204 2827.664 69.46684 3531.783 0 1924.787 0 1496.787 132.1995
B r‐OTTER BACOMA 11796.01 668.676 11940.92 316.8 9523.735 690.4414 14515.22 2072.651 11272.99 1609.355 14152.64 800.8157
B r‐OTTER none 11351.06 1064.018 7118.352 557.7076 10479.32 814.9337 9095.651 949.6302 6556.264 523.8381 8378.801 546.7755
B r‐PEL_TRAWL BACOMA 354.7463 0 1508.347 13.47051 585.639 14.15518 2242.495 23.38712 3131.803 122.8453 468.129 19.37313
B r‐PEL_TRAWL none 209.2181 0 2812.768 59.88383 1101.517 41.715 2191.499 387.699 1581.44 310.9972 175.9523 32.21247
B r‐TRAMMEL none 11.28788 0 7.44118 0.000115 0.05096 0.000693 2.1513 0 0.375 0 21.50598 0
B TRAMMEL none 0.148 0 0.272 0 0.027 0
C GILL none 2.32262 0 0.014 0 0.64074 0.004
C OTTER none 0.29 0 3.97 0
C PEL_TRAWL none 0.157386 0
C r‐GILL none 3.609 0 2.335 0 2.278 0 3.015 0 6.206 0 6.4576 0
C r‐LONGLINE none 0.015 0
C r‐OTTER BACOMA 0.78 0
Totalt 58069.6 4862.602 55883.81 3334.32 50319.29 4473.89 59027.74 5111.381 50903.36 4435.822 47784.8 2560.13  
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Table 4.3.3: Discard rates for cod 2003-2008 by gear category and sub-area. Data qualities 
are summarised in Section 3.8.4 and Table 3.8.4.1 and 3.9. An “r” in front of the gear type 
indicates regulated gears in accordance with R(EC) 1098/2007 (see section 3.6). Gear types 
without an “r” are non-regulated gears. 
REG_AREA REG_GEAR SPECON 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008
27 GILL none 0 0 0 0 0 0
27 OTTER none 0 0 0 0 0 0
27 PEL_TRAWL none 0 0 0 0 0 0
27 r‐GILL none 0 0 0 0 0 0
27 r‐LONGLINE none 0 0 0 0 0 0
27 r‐OTTER BACOMA 0 0 0 0 0 0
27 r‐OTTER none 0 0 0 0 0 0
27 r‐TRAMMEL none 0 0 0 0 0 0
27 TRAMMEL none 0 0 0 0 0 0
28.2 GILL none 0 0 0 0 0.06644722 0
28.2 OTTER none 0 0 0 0 0 0
28.2 PEL_TRAWL none 0 0 0 0 0 0
28.2 r‐GILL none 0 0 0 0 0 0
28.2 r‐LONGLINE none 0 0 0 0 0 0
28.2 r‐OTTER BACOMA 0 0 0 0 0 0
28.2 r‐OTTER none 0 0 0 0 0 0
28.2 r‐TRAMMEL none 0 0 0 0 0 0
A DEM_SEINE none 0 0 0 0 0 0
A DREDGE none 0 0 0 0 0 0
A GILL none 0 0 0 0 0 0
A none none 0 0 0 0 0 0
A OTTER none 0 0 0 0 0 0
A PEL_TRAWL none 0 0.01079967 0 0 0 0
A POTS none 0 0 0 0 0 0
A r‐BEAM none 0 0 0 0 0 0
A r‐DEM_SEINE BACOMA 0 0 0 0 0 0
A r‐DEM_SEINE none 0.088101294 0.10902657 0.09231834 0.075255162 0.09122816 0.00220241
A r‐GILL none 0.015241673 0.01320354 0.03841901 0.000309028 0 0
A r‐LONGLINE none 0.010158707 0.03521544 0.04663373 0 0 0.00017057
A r‐OTTER BACOMA 0 0.06132197 0.00302327 0.076146947 0.10481094 0.07821944
A r‐OTTER none 0.237239611 0.16646274 0.23144994 0.145739026 0.11559081 0.10589922
A r‐PEL_TRAWL BACOMA 0 0 0.00530543 0 0 0
A r‐PEL_TRAWL none 0.02626598 0.00416102 0 0.003138189 0 0.00692982
A r‐TRAMMEL none 0.01528071 0.01249938 0.03811532 0 0 0
A TRAMMEL none 0 0 0 0 0 0
B DREDGE none 0 0 0 0 0 0
B GILL none 0.000870443 0.0015407 0.00010484 0.000244164 0.00959558 0.00934295
B none none 0 0 0 0 0 0
B OTTER none 0 0 0 0.073775219 0 0
B PEL_TRAWL none 0 0 0 0 0 0
B POTS none 0 0 0 0 0 0
B r‐BEAM none 0 0 0 0 0 0
B r‐DEM_SEINE BACOMA 0 0 0 0 0 0
B r‐DEM_SEINE none 0 0 0 0 0 0
B r‐GILL none 0.028394681 0.03782893 0.02902935 0.03560408 0.05761525 0.02472911
B r‐LONGLINE none 0.039591232 0.01148837 0.02456687 0 0 0.08832218
B r‐OTTER BACOMA 0.056686606 0.02653062 0.07249691 0.142791614 0.14276209 0.0565842
B r‐OTTER none 0.093737304 0.07834785 0.07776592 0.104404867 0.07989888 0.06525701
B r‐PEL_TRAWL BACOMA 0 0.00893064 0.02417049 0.010429064 0.0392251 0.04138418
B r‐PEL_TRAWL none 0 0.02129 0.03787049 0.176910402 0.19665449 0.18307502
B r‐TRAMMEL none 0 1.551E‐05 0.01360055 0 0 0
B TRAMMEL none 0 0 0 0 0 0
C GILL none 0 0 0 0 0 0.00624278
C OTTER none 0 0 0 0 0 0
C PEL_TRAWL none 0 0 0 0 0 0
C r‐GILL none 0 0 0 0 0 0
C r‐LONGLINE none 0 0 0 0 0 0
C r‐OTTER BACOMA 0 0 0 0 0 0  
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Table 4.3.4: Cod landings (L) and discards (D) at ages 1-9 (‘000) by gear category and sub-
area 2003-2008. An “r” in front of the gear type indicates regulated gears in accordance with 
R(EC) 1098/2007 (see section 3.6). Gear types without an “r” are non-regulated gears. Data 
on age distribution were available for sub-areas A and B only. 
ANNEX REG_AREA REG_GEAR SPECON SPECIES AGE 2003_L 2003_D 2004_L 2004_D 2005_L 2005_D 2006_L 2006_D 2007_L 2007_D 2008_L 2008_D
Bal A DEM_SEINE none COD 1 0.502
Bal A DEM_SEINE none COD 2 1.996
Bal A DEM_SEINE none COD 3 2.729
Bal A DEM_SEINE none COD 4 0.283
Bal A DEM_SEINE none COD 5 0.056
Bal A DEM_SEINE none COD 6 0.022
Bal A DEM_SEINE none COD 7 0.011
Bal A DEM_SEINE none COD 8 0.006
Bal A DEM_SEINE none COD 9 0.002
Bal A DREDGE none COD 1 0.23
Bal A DREDGE none COD 2 1.749
Bal A DREDGE none COD 3 0.202
Bal A DREDGE none COD 4
Bal A DREDGE none COD 5
Bal A DREDGE none COD 6
Bal A DREDGE none COD 7
Bal A DREDGE none COD 8
Bal A DREDGE none COD 9
Bal A GILL none COD 1 2.451 0.843 0.981 0.078 0.325 0.007
Bal A GILL none COD 2 16.902 3.906 12.429 11.492 12.393 4.297
Bal A GILL none COD 3 15.108 13.211 5.791 48.291 12.295 8.566
Bal A GILL none COD 4 6.849 2.758 7.579 2.316 14.985 6.509
Bal A GILL none COD 5 2.003 0.822 1.523 1.198 3.846 5.915
Bal A GILL none COD 6 1.042 0.173 0.722 0.153 0.768 3.479
Bal A GILL none COD 7 0.317 0.085 0.218 0.029 0.104 1.143
Bal A GILL none COD 8 0.034 0 0.099 0.025 0.059 0.52
Bal A GILL none COD 9 0.001 0.002 0.023
Bal A none none COD 1 3.108 0.969 1.435 0.422 0.155 0.099
Bal A none none COD 2 15.023 6.028 18.876 4.264 11.225 3.404
Bal A none none COD 3 5.601 15.329 4.399 8.416 9.727 5.084
Bal A none none COD 4 1.453 1.304 3.566 0.521 11.329 3.185
Bal A none none COD 5 0.329 0.242 0.97 0.17 1.666 2.169
Bal A none none COD 6 0.192 0.045 0.266 0.025 0.185 1.219
Bal A none none COD 7 0.055 0.016 0.101 0.006 0.02 0.27
Bal A none none COD 8 0.001 0.001 0.033 0.007 0.015 0.088
Bal A none none COD 9 0.001 0.001 0.009 0
Bal A OTTER none COD 1 22.641 9.006 6.863 0.411 0.077 0.018
Bal A OTTER none COD 2 96.305 22.696 119.301 15.905 13.528 1.405
Bal A OTTER none COD 3 41.598 42.187 30.113 132.291 15.331 6.159
Bal A OTTER none COD 4 8.835 5.161 29.357 6.208 23.3 4.667
Bal A OTTER none COD 5 1.308 1.276 6.167 5.199 4.464 2.553
Bal A OTTER none COD 6 0.703 0.28 1.678 0.76 1.323 1.087
Bal A OTTER none COD 7 0.196 0.156 0.32 0.157 0.147 0.212
Bal A OTTER none COD 8 0.006 0 0.167 0.142 0.098 0.152
Bal A OTTER none COD 9 0.009 0.012 0.051 0.004
Bal A PEL_TRAWL none COD 1 7.375 4.315 0.482 17.49 1.114 0.071 0.73
Bal A PEL_TRAWL none COD 2 58.149 22.459 0.097 103.949 22.127 10.547 6.769
Bal A PEL_TRAWL none COD 3 37.806 43.028 20.575 135.497 16.437 18.122
Bal A PEL_TRAWL none COD 4 9.197 5.543 25.413 8.018 35.571 14.764
Bal A PEL_TRAWL none COD 5 1.72 1.486 5.977 5.672 7.375 10.06
Bal A PEL_TRAWL none COD 6 0.939 0.34 2.672 1.051 2.089 5.013
Bal A PEL_TRAWL none COD 7 0.438 0.256 0.558 0.3 0.279 1.417
Bal A PEL_TRAWL none COD 8 0.048 0 0.365 0.254 0.174 0.479
Bal A PEL_TRAWL none COD 9 0.013 0.042 0.091
Bal A POTS none COD 1 0.02 0.004
Bal A POTS none COD 2 0.181 0.537 0.018
Bal A POTS none COD 3 3.224 0.605 0.026
Bal A POTS none COD 4 0.186 0.461 0.016
Bal A POTS none COD 5 0.109 0.095 0.005
Bal A POTS none COD 6 0.017 0.014 0.002
Bal A POTS none COD 7 0.005 0.001 0.001
Bal A POTS none COD 8 0.01 0 0
Bal A POTS none COD 9 0.001 0 0
Bal A r‐BEAM none COD 1
Bal A r‐BEAM none COD 2 1.328
Bal A r‐BEAM none COD 3 1.664
Bal A r‐BEAM none COD 4 0.282
Bal A r‐BEAM none COD 5 0.022
Bal A r‐BEAM none COD 6 0.011
Bal A r‐BEAM none COD 7 0.005
Bal A r‐BEAM none COD 8 0.001
Bal A r‐BEAM none COD 9  
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Table 4.3.4: continued 
Bal A r‐DEM_SEINE none COD 1 141.204 66.76 95.06 46.595 52.578 53.282 31.536 25.94 6.223 37.77 8.138 7.82
Bal A r‐DEM_SEINE none COD 2 624.584 188.94 284.44 226.002 606.478 127.706 189.124 163.77 284.843 164.45 102.221 1.58
Bal A r‐DEM_SEINE none COD 3 362.685 62.46 664.941 82.039 124.543 43.642 898.078 66.55 289.028 64.84 353.327 0.21
Bal A r‐DEM_SEINE none COD 4 76.437 7.25 41.701 9.316 110.138 5.126 44.929 8.04 308.714 7.72 232.363 0.02
Bal A r‐DEM_SEINE none COD 5 8.071 0.81 7.214 1.182 14.917 0.723 15.465 1.25 61.053 1.15 129.239
Bal A r‐DEM_SEINE none COD 6 4.277 0.07 0.977 0.081 3.341 0.04 2.563 0.04 10.348 0.03 49.197
Bal A r‐DEM_SEINE none COD 7 1.084 0.01 0.526 0.01 0.546 0.796 1.523 12.656
Bal A r‐DEM_SEINE none COD 8 0.101 0.001 0.266 0.389 0.535 1.741
Bal A r‐DEM_SEINE none COD 9 0.01 0.16 0.278 0.152
Bal A r‐GILL none COD 1 270.563 16.133 40.92 36.869 42.171 123.771 22.472 2.858 1.483
Bal A r‐GILL none COD 2 1377.584 74.204 381.4 12.454 1199.87 168.825 602.789 0.38 196.979 207.979
Bal A r‐GILL none COD 3 1198.591 21.902 1168.109 5.983 613.18 13.24 1699.12 523.545 482.161
Bal A r‐GILL none COD 4 350.169 1.423 376.82 0.65 422.625 0.519 187.89 674.805 286.136
Bal A r‐GILL none COD 5 68.84 0.026 56.842 0.02 118.566 99.246 111.222 216.418
Bal A r‐GILL none COD 6 31.413 0.049 13.17 29.022 18.128 34.11 64.3
Bal A r‐GILL none COD 7 7.906 3.588 10.173 4.071 7.185 20.376
Bal A r‐GILL none COD 8 0.636 0.518 4.452 0.854 1.37 10.396
Bal A r‐GILL none COD 9 0.154 0.157 0.431 0.491 0.454
Bal A r‐LONGLINE none COD 1 3.303 0.066 5.06 20.213 2.324 34.107 0.11 0.377 0.038
Bal A r‐LONGLINE none COD 2 74.177 3.115 66.206 7.146 231.168 40.341 35.914 41.474 44.627
Bal A r‐LONGLINE none COD 3 104.458 1.977 178.556 3.179 227.154 4.036 156.475 99.043 53.118
Bal A r‐LONGLINE none COD 4 27.182 0.013 45.246 0.066 113.22 0.278 19.661 94.076 18.993
Bal A r‐LONGLINE none COD 5 3.772 0 4.645 0.001 36.533 9.537 22.499 13.662
Bal A r‐LONGLINE none COD 6 1.809 0 1.189 3.556 2.272 6.168 1.537
Bal A r‐LONGLINE none COD 7 0.417 0.319 1.369 0.472 1.429 0.349
Bal A r‐LONGLINE none COD 8 0.025 0.045 0.379 0.437 0.723 0.185
Bal A r‐LONGLINE none COD 9 0.004 0.012 0.026 0.32 0.013
Bal A r‐OTTER BACOMA COD 1 51.078 16.309 4.574 169.723 18.951 60.806 58.88
Bal A r‐OTTER BACOMA COD 2 204.272 30.837 23.106 539.593 2910.055 237.038 1223.969 621.778 908.42 385.298
Bal A r‐OTTER BACOMA COD 3 259.165 179.43 1.772 186.935 4140.104 498.027 3599.99 3.197 1536.533 252.905
Bal A r‐OTTER BACOMA COD 4 30.956 81.871 0.007 54.112 378.295 2557.604 3.752 806.71 40.948
Bal A r‐OTTER BACOMA COD 5 3.356 9.107 15.139 92.93 154.535 686.449 2.658
Bal A r‐OTTER BACOMA COD 6 0.41 1.443 1.625 26.236 39.797 41.978
Bal A r‐OTTER BACOMA COD 7 0.137 0.378 3.452 15.764 5.945
Bal A r‐OTTER BACOMA COD 8 0.317 1.911 2.221 3.778
Bal A r‐OTTER BACOMA COD 9 0.103 0.006 0.417 0.897 0.814
Bal A r‐OTTER none COD 1 859.034 2013.878 591.86 1280.23 304.142 2028.542 97.983 375.27 34.797 336.602 46.379 246.331
Bal A r‐OTTER none COD 2 5208.922 4855.533 2599.144 3058.873 6019.579 3828.348 852.839 1420.555 1292.966 1105.279 553.35 829.618
Bal A r‐OTTER none COD 3 3211.994 1288.578 5886.999 896.221 1604.827 1084.322 3859.029 510.329 1296.076 407.489 1130.251 299.909
Bal A r‐OTTER none COD 4 763.953 131.622 579.79 102.696 1473.85 168.372 207.131 68.366 1558.456 57.599 760.103 45.31
Bal A r‐OTTER none COD 5 125.801 12.385 111.302 13.403 320.323 28.858 131.987 10.381 281.643 9.596 473.885 7.241
Bal A r‐OTTER none COD 6 70.675 0.639 23.632 0.55 99.281 2.466 20.154 0.691 75.696 0.649 193.074 0.51
Bal A r‐OTTER none COD 7 21.906 0.205 13.577 0.145 34.531 0.049 4.104 7.314 48.324 0.14
Bal A r‐OTTER none COD 8 0.972 4.028 0.296 2.476 11.521 4.835 1.177 0.01 3.282 23.012 0.01
Bal A r‐OTTER none COD 9 0.031 0.252 0.448 1.341 0.191
Bal A r‐PEL_TRAWL none COD 1 21.628 3.324 1.565 0.237 0.983 2.178 0.004 0.346 0.01 0.045
Bal A r‐PEL_TRAWL none COD 2 51.007 0.626 4.686 0.107 53.526 19.163 0.158 5.203 1.5 0.12
Bal A r‐PEL_TRAWL none COD 3 8.516 7.209 0.008 14.618 32.135 0.262 4.939 1.695 0.029
Bal A r‐PEL_TRAWL none COD 4 1.967 1.369 0 11.314 1.849 5.486 1.115
Bal A r‐PEL_TRAWL none COD 5 0.133 0.154 3.042 0.757 1.186 1.056
Bal A r‐PEL_TRAWL none COD 6 0.054 0.036 0.733 0.106 0.219 0.402
Bal A r‐PEL_TRAWL none COD 7 0.004 0.007 0.211 0.016 0.023 0.113
Bal A r‐PEL_TRAWL none COD 8 0 0.082 0.009 0.007 0.055
Bal A r‐PEL_TRAWL none COD 9 0 0.001 0.002 0.003
Bal A r‐TRAMMEL none COD 1 6.706 0.938 3.335 0.025 0.872 10.006 1.314 0.133 0.236
Bal A r‐TRAMMEL none COD 2 43.138 5.042 12.41 0.006 27.411 20.687 14.777 7.852 4.583
Bal A r‐TRAMMEL none COD 3 39.294 2.29 47.983 0.001 19.248 2.221 110.968 13.413 15.181
Bal A r‐TRAMMEL none COD 4 29.167 0.104 20.895 0 47.968 0.079 18.611 62.801 20.799
Bal A r‐TRAMMEL none COD 5 11.029 0.002 10.452 0 13.061 23.024 19.977 27.119
Bal A r‐TRAMMEL none COD 6 6.756 0.003 2.481 8.596 4.498 10.166 13.726
Bal A r‐TRAMMEL none COD 7 2.526 0.975 2.429 0.996 1.191 3.818
Bal A r‐TRAMMEL none COD 8 0.071 0.05 1.441 0.249 0.617 3.33
Bal A r‐TRAMMEL none COD 9 0 0.015 0.075 0.222 0.046
Bal A TRAMMEL none COD 1 0.066 0.237
Bal A TRAMMEL none COD 2 0.424 0.004 1.818
Bal A TRAMMEL none COD 3 0.082 0.079 0.494 0.006
Bal A TRAMMEL none COD 4 0.008 0.039 0.918 0.035
Bal A TRAMMEL none COD 5 0.001 0.016 0.131 0.075
Bal A TRAMMEL none COD 6 0 0.004 0.062 0.037
Bal A TRAMMEL none COD 7 0.001 0.002 0.007
Bal A TRAMMEL none COD 8 0.003 0.013
Bal A TRAMMEL none COD 9 0  
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Table 4.3.4: continued 
Bal B DREDGE none COD 1
Bal B DREDGE none COD 2 1.245 0.1
Bal B DREDGE none COD 3 6.891 0.952
Bal B DREDGE none COD 4 0.889 1.931
Bal B DREDGE none COD 5 0.126 2.688
Bal B DREDGE none COD 6 1.002
Bal B DREDGE none COD 7 0.113
Bal B DREDGE none COD 8 0.007
Bal B DREDGE none COD 9 0.006
Bal B GILL none COD 1
Bal B GILL none COD 2 13.278 23.831 6.132 4.027 2.448
Bal B GILL none COD 3 170.578 159.457 30.322 35.957 9.482 56.923
Bal B GILL none COD 4 104.439 154.714 29.849 17.121 51.105 88.171
Bal B GILL none COD 5 30.216 26.633 5.184 3.952 33.937 64.619
Bal B GILL none COD 6 3.705 6.439 0.532 0.594 3.8 37.993
Bal B GILL none COD 7 0.783 2.62 0.132 0.055 0.259 7.314
Bal B GILL none COD 8 0.527 0.016 0.017 0.11 0.521
Bal B GILL none COD 9 0.133 0.006 0.007 0.004 0.006
Bal B none none COD 1
Bal B none none COD 2 2.788 0.507 2.061 0.461
Bal B none none COD 3 2.871 1.728 8.641 2.53
Bal B none none COD 4 0.54 1.33 8.82 0.891
Bal B none none COD 5 0.14 0.406 1.533 0.176
Bal B none none COD 6 0.043 0.363 0.168 0.027
Bal B none none COD 7 0.01 0.181 0.054 0.005
Bal B none none COD 8 0.002 0.019 0.007 0.001
Bal B none none COD 9 0 0.003 0.001
Bal B OTTER none COD 1 0.002
Bal B OTTER none COD 2 4.33 5.399 12.157 9.455 1.431 1.517 0.206
Bal B OTTER none COD 3 46.638 41.655 35.263 47.389 2.343 15.311 2.801
Bal B OTTER none COD 4 14.24 30.614 37.325 14.555 0.02 45.56 4.504
Bal B OTTER none COD 5 2.08 4.146 8.401 3.191 20.327 4.719
Bal B OTTER none COD 6 0.673 1.589 1.709 0.795 2.436 1.919
Bal B OTTER none COD 7 0.227 0.664 0.714 0.292 0.32 0.303
Bal B OTTER none COD 8 0.017 0.103 0.107 0.077 0.404 0.052
Bal B OTTER none COD 9 0.019 0.042 0.041 0.037 0.012
Bal B PEL_TRAWL none COD 1
Bal B PEL_TRAWL none COD 2 16.994 20.906 38 55.305 3.126 8.885
Bal B PEL_TRAWL none COD 3 65.161 117.881 111.581 307.451 86.103 202.519
Bal B PEL_TRAWL none COD 4 25.388 83.61 108.654 93.715 422.562 313.275
Bal B PEL_TRAWL none COD 5 7.467 10.359 21.99 16.472 273.424 237.397
Bal B PEL_TRAWL none COD 6 2.031 3.884 4.834 3.257 35.315 129.568
Bal B PEL_TRAWL none COD 7 0.691 1.611 2.085 0.909 4.92 23.974
Bal B PEL_TRAWL none COD 8 0.072 0.245 0.331 0.241 2.898 2.214
Bal B PEL_TRAWL none COD 9 0.045 0.113 0.127 0.492 0.26
Bal B r‐BEAM none COD 1
Bal B r‐BEAM none COD 2 0.608
Bal B r‐BEAM none COD 3 10.002
Bal B r‐BEAM none COD 4 2.015
Bal B r‐BEAM none COD 5 0.358
Bal B r‐BEAM none COD 6 0.108
Bal B r‐BEAM none COD 7 0.041
Bal B r‐BEAM none COD 8 0.007
Bal B r‐BEAM none COD 9
Bal B r‐DEM_SEINE none COD 1
Bal B r‐DEM_SEINE none COD 2 4.258 0.014 94.999 9.889 0.001
Bal B r‐DEM_SEINE none COD 3 3.38 0.177 68.817 56.552 4.431
Bal B r‐DEM_SEINE none COD 4 0.364 0.096 29.636 20.222 24.796
Bal B r‐DEM_SEINE none COD 5 0.056 0.008 8.426 4.248 14.834
Bal B r‐DEM_SEINE none COD 6 0.004 0.004 1.248 0.852 1.918
Bal B r‐DEM_SEINE none COD 7 0.001 0.002 0.374 0.197 0.291
Bal B r‐DEM_SEINE none COD 8 0 0.001 0.072 0.049 0.144
Bal B r‐DEM_SEINE none COD 9 0 0.019 0.016 0.016
Bal B r‐GILL none COD 1 18.172 639.037 4.713 224.387 0.338
Bal B r‐GILL none COD 2 573.797 491.796 260.16 636.002 1909.048 210.536 371.175 48.014 0.622 180.001
Bal B r‐GILL none COD 3 5257.035 445.906 3921.093 345.085 2663.936 31.346 1762.94 10.831 472.1 9.423 656.584
Bal B r‐GILL none COD 4 3879.454 21.568 4765.184 29.696 1565.612 3.92 807.544 3.791 813.11 2.014 613.216
Bal B r‐GILL none COD 5 1199.211 0.949 1204.965 1.828 333.208 0.109 303 0.271 296.429 0.721 330.278  
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Table 4.3.4: continued 
Bal B r‐GILL none COD 6 217.046 295.679 50.077 82.224 0.271 53.3 108.642
Bal B r‐GILL none COD 7 46.894 46.812 14.994 9.685 11.692 22.759
Bal B r‐GILL none COD 8 4.808 7.429 3.215 2.636 3.451 7.706
Bal B r‐GILL none COD 9 2.144 0.841 1.36 1.113 0.897 1.303
Bal B r‐LONGLINE none COD 1 1.834 32.01 1.607 6.097
Bal B r‐LONGLINE none COD 2 83.49 45.449 116.676 43.635 646.704 85.683 526.358 23.145 80.23
Bal B r‐LONGLINE none COD 3 1085.584 226.914 1037.697 38.905 1108.985 77.92 2014.193 768.679 331.614
Bal B r‐LONGLINE none COD 4 880.724 9.505 1385.274 4.319 737.397 9.081 483.418 878.355 309.591
Bal B r‐LONGLINE none COD 5 303.687 0.112 357.109 0.38 142.054 0.065 181.205 210.115 188.12
Bal B r‐LONGLINE none COD 6 66.89 101.461 0.088 27.659 35.239 41.449 41.239
Bal B r‐LONGLINE none COD 7 18.226 19.706 0.088 10.188 7.758 11.246 7.161
Bal B r‐LONGLINE none COD 8 1.838 3.342 1.945 3.956 2.365 2.666
Bal B r‐LONGLINE none COD 9 0.355 0.586 0.733 2.008 0.4 1.367
Bal B r‐OTTER BACOMA COD 1 0.293 192.461 1103.932 91.216 477.656 68.814
Bal B r‐OTTER BACOMA COD 2 822.641 224.408 1162.922 430.835 3776.11 840.878 3525.149 2549.562 379.282 2230.908 1040.905 773.738
Bal B r‐OTTER BACOMA COD 3 7192.206 1105.348 6453.698 244.757 2807.276 9.636 10563.21 2942.256 6701.514 1220.666 4274.088 785.056
Bal B r‐OTTER BACOMA COD 4 2025.12 78.732 5409.329 20.361 940.675 0.08 1510.982 22.197 4846.549 106.642 4532.91 131.006
Bal B r‐OTTER BACOMA COD 5 364.45 1.059 592.999 0.566 121.99 0.019 573.155 428.293 3.025 2397.834 0.018
Bal B r‐OTTER BACOMA COD 6 59.004 0.085 107.967 0.077 18.709 98.372 109.705 214.977
Bal B r‐OTTER BACOMA COD 7 19.544 26.325 4.915 12.799 50.134 12.05
Bal B r‐OTTER BACOMA COD 8 4.139 9.022 3.063 9.456 9.69 42.361
Bal B r‐OTTER BACOMA COD 9 4.995 1.348 0.572 2.888 2.276 0.669
Bal B r‐OTTER none COD 1 225.397 98.59 211.743 56.849 69.994 46.815
Bal B r‐OTTER none COD 2 1224.637 1024.586 723.915 666.898 1031.544 807.794 1237.473 905.446 77.736 530.1 103.241 655.182
Bal B r‐OTTER none COD 3 7547.921 1573.728 3629.288 626.956 3553.903 712.121 6020.388 1310.461 1214.993 700.416 1900.999 835.898
Bal B r‐OTTER none COD 4 2659.86 201.387 2630.218 160.817 4705.392 195.71 2551.337 301.215 3907.33 170.159 3392.112 199.827
Bal B r‐OTTER none COD 5 652.668 26.26 291.545 31.934 647.329 40.762 790.708 70.02 1848.685 32.751 2597.421 40.848
Bal B r‐OTTER none COD 6 109.388 3.51 54.832 4.874 135.963 6.115 262.931 9.55 208.813 4.151 1055.089 5.19
Bal B r‐OTTER none COD 7 31.06 0.364 17.058 0.535 50.309 0.7 28.451 1.38 42.421 0.51 185.403 0.621
Bal B r‐OTTER none COD 8 4.667 3.685 5.105 8.768 23.565 33.5
Bal B r‐OTTER none COD 9 1.931 0.656 2.705 3.222 4.156 13.411
Bal B r‐PEL_TRAWL BACOMA COD 1 1.518
Bal B r‐PEL_TRAWL BACOMA COD 2 44.344 12.163
Bal B r‐PEL_TRAWL BACOMA COD 3 154.43 16.798
Bal B r‐PEL_TRAWL BACOMA COD 4 111.913 3.099
Bal B r‐PEL_TRAWL BACOMA COD 5 21.694
Bal B r‐PEL_TRAWL BACOMA COD 6 0.18
Bal B r‐PEL_TRAWL BACOMA COD 7
Bal B r‐PEL_TRAWL BACOMA COD 8
Bal B r‐PEL_TRAWL BACOMA COD 9
Bal B r‐PEL_TRAWL none COD 1 1.991 2.832 1.989 62.578 0.11 97.148
Bal B r‐PEL_TRAWL none COD 2 23.396 508.023 69.252 312.604 39.456 191.455 225.427 0.182 529.962 4.787 27.694
Bal B r‐PEL_TRAWL none COD 3 153.791 1221.071 47.914 486.201 1727.649 702.356 526.551 107.947 56.639 48.764
Bal B r‐PEL_TRAWL none COD 4 46.25 743.799 6.731 242.681 471.756 6.967 999.267 5.254 75.609 9.166
Bal B r‐PEL_TRAWL none COD 5 9.038 116.135 0.156 31.699 184.784 216.648 0.149 38.618
Bal B r‐PEL_TRAWL none COD 6 1.84 16.857 0.01 3.746 22.798 39.506 4.981
Bal B r‐PEL_TRAWL none COD 7 0.504 8.497 1.255 2.262 13.013 0.316
Bal B r‐PEL_TRAWL none COD 8 0.051 5.499 0.254 0.601 1.489 0.899
Bal B r‐PEL_TRAWL none COD 9 0.112 0.061 0.295 0.72 0.015
Bal B r‐TRAMMEL none COD 1 0
Bal B r‐TRAMMEL none COD 2 0.41 0.466 0.001 0.001 0.248 0.058 0.569
Bal B r‐TRAMMEL none COD 3 6.699 4.788 0.011 0 1.775 0.201 8.112
Bal B r‐TRAMMEL none COD 4 3.296 2.726 0.007 0 0.592 0.031 8.592
Bal B r‐TRAMMEL none COD 5 0.482 0.184 0.001 0 0.108 0.007 4.577
Bal B r‐TRAMMEL none COD 6 0.099 0.048 0 0.02 0.001 1.619
Bal B r‐TRAMMEL none COD 7 0.03 0.02 0 0.003 0 0.35
Bal B r‐TRAMMEL none COD 8 0 0.005 0 0.001 0 0.051
Bal B r‐TRAMMEL none COD 9 0.001 0 0 0 0.006  
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Figure 4.3.1 Catch and landings in tonnes of Baltic cod by sub-area and gear category 2003-
2008. Black bars show landings, red bars catches (landings + discards). An “r” in front of the 
gear type indicates regulated gears in accordance with R(EC) 1098/2007 (see section 3.6). 
Gear types without an “r” are non-regulated gears. 
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Figure 4.3.1 continued 
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Figure 4.3.1 continued 
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4.4. Trends in CPUE and LPUE for Baltic cod by gear category in accordance 
with R(EC) 2187/2007 and sub-area.   
4.4.1.  General considerations regarding CPUE and LPUE estimates 
STECF-SGMOS notes that CPUE and LPUE series are often interpreted and used as stock 
abundance indicator. However, STECF-SGMOS emphasises that the presented trends in 
CPUE or LPUE by fleets are subject to selective fishing strategies (area, gear, mesh size etc.) 
and thus maybe biased. On the other hand, CPUE and LPUE derived from targeted fisheries 
may provide very useful information on stock abundance trends. Furthermore, it must be 
taken into consideration that the majority of the CPUE trends represent only overall weights 
in the landings (LPUE) without discards or with poorly estimated discards. Ideally, the CPUE 
should be based on age disaggregated abundance rather than overall weights and reflect 
technological creep when trends over longer periods are evaluated. Time constraints 
prevented STECF-SGMOS from estimations of CPUE trends by age and full evaluations of 
these. STECF-SGMOS recommends that CPUE in units of numbers at age/(kw*days) be 
estimated and compared with the recent assessment results provided by ICES. 
STECF-SGMOS presents CPUE by derogations given units of g/(kW*days) in the following 
sections by management area.  
 
4.4.2. Trends in CPUE and LPUE for Baltic cod by gear categories in accordance with 
R(EC) 2187/2005 and sub-area 
Since it was explicitly asked to analyse CPUE and LPUE time series of Baltic cod for gear 
categories which are in accordance with R(EC) 2187/2005 only, another classification of gear 
categories was used in this section compared to the rest of the report. According to R(EC) 
2187/2005 it is only permissible  to fish cod with trawls, Danish seines or similar gears with 
mesh size >=105mm equipped with special condition  BACOMA or T90. It is also 
permissible  to fish with gill nets, entangling nets and trammel nets with mesh sizes >= 
110mm to  <156mm and >=156mm. Since it was not possible to distinguish between 
BACOMA and non-BACOMA trawls, Danish seines or similar gears for several member 
states based on logbook data,  non-BACOMA trawls, Danish seines and similar gears were 
taken into account in the calculations. 
The following tables Table 4.4.2.1 and 4.4.2.2 provide detail. The CPUE figures in the table 
should only be considered indicative since estimated discard ratios are often based on poor 
data. 
A general trend over the years was not obvious, although CPUEs and LPUEs showed a high 
inter-annual variability. CPUEs and LPUEs were in general higher for otter trawls, demersal 
seines and pelagic trawls compared to gill nets. CPUEs for cod were highest in sub-area B, 
followed by sub-area A.  
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Table 4.4.2.1 Baltic : Cod CPUE (g/KW*days) by derogation and year, 2003-2008 for sub-
area A; B, C ,27; 28.2. 
ANNE X S P E C IE S R E G  AR E A R EG  GE AR ME S H  S IZ E S P E C ON C PUE  2003 C PUE  2004 C PUE  2005 C PUE  2006 C PUE  2007 C PUE  2008
Bal C OD A Otter, Dem. seine etc.. >=105 Bacoma 3743 4432 3559 3785 4640 3756
Bal C OD A Otter, Dem. seine etc.. >=105 none 2677 2682 2977 3440 3680 3258
Bal C OD A G ill nets  etc… >=110 ‐ <157 none 1434 1205 1081 1320 1476 1475
Bal C OD A G ill nets  etc… >=157 none 1136 624 449 919 937 1126
Bal C OD A G ill nets  etc… >=220 none 33 51 216 121 139 347
Bal C OD A TR AMME L >=110 ‐ <157 none 596 591 642 736 764 835
Bal C OD A TR AMME L >=157 none 3836 3014 2690 4055 3644 2240
Bal C OD A LONG L INE none 1616 1935 2332 1493 3339 1671
Bal C OD A none none none 166 114 222 298 194 236
Bal C OD B Otter, Dem. seine etc.. >=105 Bacoma 12351 8125 5882 7393 8600 7536
Bal C OD B Otter, Dem. seine etc.. >=105 none 3776 4662 5533 6439 9987 12204
Bal C OD B G ill nets  etc… >=110 ‐ <157 none 2245 1999 1535 2324 1894 1933
Bal C OD B G ill nets  etc… >=157 none 162 37 19 6 110 398
Bal C OD B G ill nets  etc… >=220 none 65 55 28 0 0 44
Bal C OD B TR AMME L >=110 ‐ <157 none 0 0 0 0 268
Bal C OD B TR AMME L >=157 none 54455 14768 18010
Bal C OD B LONG L INE none 5972 8010 7209 8538 8483 6982
Bal C OD B none none none 130 146 154 898 1304 2442
Bal C OD 27 Otter, Dem. seine etc.. >=105 Bacoma 2649 4880 3236 3231 0
Bal C OD 27 Otter, Dem. seine etc.. >=105 none 2111 691 9 33 19
Bal C OD 27 G ill nets  etc… >=110 ‐ <157 none 1539 951 355 607 587 566
Bal C OD 27 G ill nets  etc… >=220 none 0 0 0 0 0 0
Bal C OD 27 T rammel 110‐156 none 0
Bal C OD 27 LONG L INE none 0 3071 385 0 0 7389
Bal C OD 27 none none none 17
Bal C OD 28.2 Otter, Dem. seine etc.. >=105 Bacoma 417 2389 4779
Bal C OD 28.2 Otter, Dem. seine etc.. >=105 none 1735 0 75
Bal C OD 28.2 G ill nets  etc… >=110 ‐ <157 none 1028 911 1290 906 157 201
Bal C OD 28.2 G ill nets  etc… >=220 none 0 0 55 0 0 85
Bal C OD 28.2 TR AMME L >=110 ‐ <157 none 0 0 0 277
Bal C OD 28.2 LONG L INE none 0 255 0
Bal C OD 28.2 none none 27 0 7
Bal C OD C Otter, Dem. seine etc.. >=105 Bacoma 463
Bal C OD C G ill nets  etc… >=110 ‐ <157 none 19 13 154 307 377 234
Bal C OD C longline  none 0
Bal C OD C none none none 0 60  
Table 4.4.2.2 Baltic: Cod LPUE (g/KW*days) by derogation and year, 2003-2008 for Area 
A; B, C ,27; 28.2; C 
ANNE X S PE C IE S R E G  AR E A R EG  GE AR ME S H  S IZ E S PE CON LPUE  2003 LPUE  2004 LPUE  2005 LPUE  2006 LPUE  2007 LPUE  2008
Bal C OD A Otter, Dem. seine etc.. >=105 Bacoma 3743 4182 3548 3515 4204 3483
Bal C OD A Otter, Dem. seine etc.. >=105 none 2193 2310 2439 3036 3294 2957
Bal C OD A G ill nets  etc… >=110 ‐ <157 none 1412 1189 1042 1320 1476 1475
Bal C OD A G ill nets  etc… >=157 none 1136 624 449 919 937 1126
Bal C OD A G ill nets  etc… >=220 none 33 51 216 121 139 347
Bal C OD A TRAMME L >=110 ‐ <157 none 591 585 625 736 764 835
Bal C OD A TRAMME L >=157 none 3836 3014 2690 4055 3644 2240
Bal C OD A LONGL INE none 1602 1866 2225 1493 3339 1671
Bal C OD A none none none 166 113 222 298 194 236
Bal C OD B Otter, Dem. seine etc.. >=105 Bacoma 11681 7927 5489 6526 7701 7135
Bal C OD B Otter, Dem. seine etc.. >=105 none 3450 4384 5151 5775 9093 11429
Bal C OD B G ill nets  etc… >=110 ‐ <157 none 2198 1970 1511 2242 1846 1912
Bal C OD B G ill nets  etc… >=157 none 162 37 19 6 110 398
Bal C OD B G ill nets  etc… >=220 none 65 55 28 0 0 44
Bal C OD B TRAMME L >=110 ‐ <157 none 0 0 0 0 268
Bal C OD B TRAMME L >=157 none 54455 14768 18010
Bal C OD B LONG L INE none 5744 7919 7037 8538 8483 6416
Bal C OD B none none none 130 146 154 898 1304 2442
Bal C OD 27 Otter, Dem. seine etc.. >=105 Bacoma 2649 4880 3236 3231 0
Bal C OD 27 Otter, Dem. seine etc.. >=105 none 2111 691 9 33 19
Bal C OD 27 G ill nets  etc… >=110 ‐ <157 none 1539 951 355 607 587 566
Bal C OD 27 G ill nets  etc… >=220 none 0 0 0 0 0 0
Bal C OD 27 T rammel 110‐156 none 0
Bal C OD 27 LONG L INE none 0 3071 385 0 0 7389
Bal C OD 27 none none none 17
Bal C OD 28.2 Otter, Dem. seine etc.. >=105 Bacoma 417 2389 4779
Bal C OD 28.2 Otter, Dem. seine etc.. >=105 none 1735 0 75
Bal C OD 28.2 G ill nets  etc… >=110 ‐ <157 none 1028 911 1290 906 157 201
Bal C OD 28.2 G ill nets  etc… >=220 none 0 0 55 0 0 85
Bal C OD 28.2 TR AMME L >=110 ‐ <157 none 0 0 0 277
Bal C OD 28.2 LONG L INE none 0 255 0
Bal C OD 28.2 none none 27 0 7
Bal C OD C Otter, Dem. seine etc.. >=105 Bacoma 463
Bal C OD C G ill nets  etc… >=110 ‐ <157 none 19 13 154 307 377 234
Bal C OD C longline  none 0
Bal C OD C none none none 0 60  
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4.5. Ranked gear categories according to the proportional catches and landings 
of cod 
Ranked gear categories according to catches and landings of cod by sub-area can be found in 
Tables 4.5.1 and 4.5.2.  
There are large regional differences in the dominating gear that are responsible for the cod 
catches. In 2008 the otter trawl fishery was dominant in Area A and B with gillnet fishery as 
the second most important cod catching gear. In area C, 27 and 28.2, gillnets were the major 
gears although the total amount of cod catches was low compared to area A and B. The 
variation in the dominance of certain gear types between years is limited in Areas A and B. 
However, in areas C, 27 and 28.2 larger shifts occurred. Note that the ranking was made 
based on data for 2008 only. Gears not listed only had marginal catches of cod in 2008. 
According to available data, cod catches from unregulated gear types do not play a significant 
role.     
 
Table 4.5.1 Ranked gear categories according to the proportional catches of cod 2003-2008 
ANNEX REG_AREA SPECIES REG_GEAR 2003 Rel 2004 Rel 2005 Rel 2006 Rel 2007 Rel 2008 Rel
Bal A COD r-OTTER 0.68 0.7 0.69 0.67 0.7 0.66
Bal A COD r-GILL 0.2 0.18 0.19 0.19 0.18 0.21
Bal A COD r-DEM_SEINE 0.06 0.07 0.04 0.07 0.06 0.08
Bal A COD r-TRAMMEL 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02  
 
ANNEX REG_AREA SPECIES REG_GEAR 2003 Rel 2004 Rel 2005 Rel 2006 Rel 2007 Rel 2008 Rel
Bal B COD r-OTTER 0.59 0.49 0.61 0.6 0.58 0.69
Bal B COD r-GILL 0.31 0.3 0.24 0.19 0.17 0.21
Bal B COD r-LONGLINE 0.07 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.06 0.05
Bal B COD r-PEL_TRAWL 0.01 0.11 0.05 0.11 0.15 0.02  
 
ANNEX REG_AREA SPECIES REG_GEAR 2003 Rel 2004 Rel 2005 Rel 2006 Rel 2007 Rel 2008 Rel
Bal C COD r-GILL 1 1 0.5 0.43 1 0.75
Bal C COD GILL 0.5 0 0.12
Bal C COD r-OTTER 0.12  
 
ANNEX REG_AREA SPECIES REG_GEAR 2003 Rel 2004 Rel 2005 Rel 2006 Rel 2007 Rel 2008 Rel
Bal 27 COD r-GILL 0.32 0.24 0.67 0.71 0.95 0.95
Bal 27 COD r-LONGLINE 0 0.02 0.03 0 0 0.05  
 
ANNEX REG_AREA SPECIES REG_GEAR 2003 Rel 2004 Rel 2005 Rel 2006 Rel 2007 Rel 2008 Rel
Bal 28.2 COD r-GILL 0.73 0.74 0.8 0.78 0.36 0.88
Bal 28.2 COD r-TRAMMEL 0 0 0 0.12  
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Table 4.5.2 Ranked gear Categories according to the proportional landings of cod 2003-2008 
ANNEX REG_AREA SPECIES REG_GEAR 2003 Rel 2004 Rel 2005 Rel 2006 Rel 2007 Rel 2008 Rel
Bal A COD r-OTTER 0.65 0.68 0.65 0.65 0.68 0.64
Bal A COD r-GILL 0.23 0.2 0.21 0.21 0.19 0.23
Bal A COD r-DEM_SEINE 0.07 0.07 0.05 0.07 0.06 0.08
Bal A COD r-TRAMMEL 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02  
 
ANNEX REG_AREA SPECIES REG_GEAR 2003 Rel 2004 Rel 2005 Rel 2006 Rel 2007 Rel 2008 Rel
Bal B COD r-OTTER 0.58 0.48 0.6 0.58 0.57 0.68
Bal B COD r-GILL 0.32 0.3 0.24 0.2 0.18 0.21
Bal B COD r-LONGLINE 0.07 0.09 0.08 0.09 0.06 0.05
Bal B COD PEL_TRAWL 0 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.03  
 
ANNEX REG_AREA SPECIES REG_GEAR 2003 Rel 2004 Rel 2005 Rel 2006 Rel 2007 Rel 2008 Rel
Bal C COD r-GILL 1 1 0.5 0.43 1 0.75
Bal C COD GILL 0.5 0 0.12
Bal C COD r-OTTER 0.12  
 
ANNEX REG_AREA SPECIES REG_GEAR 2003 Rel 2004 Rel 2005 Rel 2006 Rel 2007 Rel 2008 Rel
Bal 27 COD r-GILL 0.32 0.24 0.67 0.71 0.95 0.95
Bal 27 COD r-LONGLINE 0 0.02 0.03 0 0 0.05  
 
ANNEX REG_AREA SPECIES REG_GEAR 2003 Rel 2004 Rel 2005 Rel 2006 Rel 2007 Rel 2008 Rel
Bal 28.2 COD r-GILL 0.73 0.74 0.8 0.78 0.36 0.88
Bal 28.2 COD r-TRAMMEL 0 0 0 0.12  
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4.6. Information on landings from vessels under 10m  
 
The vessels under 10m are responsible for around 13 % of the total cod landings in 
subdivisions 22-24 during 2008. Only 4 % of the total amount of cod landed in subdivisions 
25-28 stem from vessels under 10m. These figures are underestimates of the amount since 
only Sweden, Denmark and Germany have delivered data for vessels under 10m. 
 
Table 4.6.1 Landings of cod by vessels under 10m for 2003-2008.  
(Only data from Germany, Denmark and Sweden) 
S GDF F _ARE A GE AR 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008
22‐24 DEM_S E INE 0 1 1
G IL L 1914 1454 2976 2580 2544 2108
LONG L INE 22 17 197 210 187 34
none 2 2 53 8 17 9
OTTE R 42 19 52 132 86 37
P E L_TR AWL 1 0 0 0
POTS 10 12 294 94 200 69
TR AMME L 13 18 181 170 166 184
25‐28 G IL L 1043 909 1475 1239 1266 1282
LONG L INE 318 421 888 590 430 461
none 1 0 0 12 4 6
OTTE R 37 2 4 3 1
POTS 23 13 12 13 12 14
TR AMME L 2 3 4 3 38 6
27 G IL L 186 95 31 36 47 30
LONG L INE 2 3 1
none 2
OTTE R 0
POTS 0 0 0 1 1 1
TR AMME L 0 0 0 0
28.2 G IL L 5 10 23 8 6 3
LONG L INE 0
TR AMME L 0 0 0
29‐32 G IL L 6 6 2 3 2 4
OTTE R 0
POTS 9
Totalt 2198 1980 4884 3805 3767 3310  
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4.7. Spatial distribution patterns of effective effort 
There was no data reported on the spatial distribution of effort from Sweden, Poland and 
Lithuania and only a limited amount of data reported from Estonia and Finland. Hence the 
confidence in these results is low. Only figures for the dominant gear groups in terms of the 
amount of landed cod (r-Otter and r-Gill) are presented below. A full set of figures, however, 
will be made available on the web. 
STECF-SGMOS notes again that at the present time the minimum geographic resolution in 
the available logbook information on landings and effective effort is the ICES rectangle. The 
effective effort values of certain nations were given in days fished which were then converted 
to trawled hours by applying a factor of 24. STECF-SGMOS notes that only major changes in 
the geographical distribution patterns should be given attention given the imprecision of the 
created data set 
According to available data, the spatial distribution of deployed effort showed a westward 
shift over the years. Especially in sub-area C there was almost no effort by the main gears 
catching cod after 2003. The highest effective fishing effort was observed in sub-area A, 
followed by sub-area B.  
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Figure. 4.7.1 Spatial distribution of effective effort (trawled hours) r-OTTER 2003-2008. 
There was no data reported on the spatial distribution of effort from Sweden, Poland and 
Lithuania and only a limited amount of data reported from Estonia and Finland. 
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Figure. 4.7.2 Spatial distribution of effective effort (fishing hours) r-Gill 2003-2008. There 
was no data reported on the spatial distribution of effort from Sweden, Poland and Lithuania 
and only a limited amount of data reported from Estonia and Finland. 
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5. ANNEX 1: DATA CALLS FROM 16 AND 19 MARCH 2009. 
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